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James Cervantes / TwoPoems

FLEUR- DE LIS 

Only yesterdayin hawk-liketouring, the shadows danced

for him, leaned into the circle 
and did not break out. 
He stops now at the tavernwall 
deepened with saguaros, and the wall's shadow 
is like a cape. 

Inside. 
a man slaps paperto his face , and it is not the face
the paper, or the cry that is not thcre, 

that are palpable wind, 
but the unfinished mask: rumor of death 
with open. sealedmou th
the nose whose sealed nostrils 
project death into life, and the eyes 
with no world. 

But the screen door is never opened. 
The two men are as if back-to-back. and between them 

are the capes, 

frozen in their presentation of light. 

* 
Gourds outlive their purpose, 
lie brittle without wine, without water. 

A red boulder 
shields them from wind 
and by the boulder lies the man 
who drank from a source now withered. 

Down the road comes sight, sight traveling 
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to separate man from boulder, 
to drink the chrysanthemum 
from a dewy throat. 

The man who is sight 
takes the gourds and shakes them, 
shakes them , beating air-
just the displacementor air 
by his body, and th e sound 

is one world 
beating against another 

that is the same world. 
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SOMETIMES, OUR ANGELS EMERGE 
FROM A BASE OF FIRE 

Through the plate glass, the blue shadows
of her pink flesh 
are isola te.
trave lover her 
like huge Luna moths, 

or the dark curls 
at the base of fire. suddenly, 
and with complete transition, pale smoke. 

This the angel he reaches for 
in the smoke from a broiler. numerous flies
through the smoke and around him. 
two doors off their hinges. 

The meat cooks 
and he must remake the house 
in these odors, in light that clings 
as for a man in the south, his angel 
born of creosote and magnolias, its swift travel 
to anvil-sl1aped clouds. Our man, 
for whom my map has no home, must finish 

the cookout, must see the afternoon 
through to night, put everyone to bed, then press 
the heels of his palms into his eyes. 
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Carole L. TenBrink I Three l)uems 

DIRECTIONS TO A LOVER FOR EATING FISH 

When I serve fish for dinner 
You must eat first the eye. 
Notice the sprig of parsley 
sprouting from his fins. 
Only I can see 
his fish white flesh 
on your red tongue 
and how they are the same. 

You will swim better 
taking long breaths 
toward the sprawling oaks. 
Swim rivers first 
veins, branches, then the sea. 
Never mind the fathoms 
Don t try to understand 
Eyes light inward 
Heat recedes and intensifies 
into flame 
Wind your way deeper 
Worm your way into light. 

Always eat with the eye fang. 
Your stomach immolates 
one fish every day. 
Cheers to the one orange eye 
repeating daily behind your navel. 
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A TALISMAN 

I took my blue satin slip 
out of the oven 
where I had dried it days ago 
in my ingenious way 
I had forgotten to wear it for you 
All through our trip 
It was to have been a special touch 
All through the costume party 
All through our tunneled nights 
I had forgotten 
All through the ballet concert 
& talking with friends 'til three 
All through that fatal holocaust 
waged between us 
I had forgotten 

You, ashen white faced 
Me slobbering 
Warding off phantoms 
we hit each other down 
Through all that 
I had forgotten 
to take out of the oven 
& wear my alluring satin slip 
when I would kneel like a geisha 
to kiss your feet 
I am so fond of your wanton feet 
for in their touch I see 
how all humanity lies. 

Now in this cold rainy dusk 
as I open the oven door 
& try to cook supper 
It is still here 
smelling fresh 
Its intention pure 
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laying in wait 
to be worn 
in to those events 
now gone 
snuffed out 
by the raging willful child 
who suddenly reared in us. 

'KLEE'S 'VIRGIN IN A TREE' 

I know her from before 
hefty thighs. hung wasted 
around petrified knots 
once the central flesh. 
Pendulous breasts like wide spears 
flap across a broad rib cage. 
Dead twigs and crooked fingers 
perfonn the crucifixion 
as soothing as possible. 
Straw fibrous biceps 
extend to the limit 
of endurable imbalance. 
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Fiish

The ocean floor is litteredwith the connic 11 

teethofsharks \ pickerel
itslowerjaw protruding,Is
It factscould creath 111 m theirsleep
gonowherebean111 airline tic ket to l 1 
foundin a musty pocket tll \ 
(tin or the loosechangey 'l dd
and saynothing or aswater
boilsfor :1 ninth cupofteaand a stone
droppedin the riverwill nt fly Last
or even swim upstream say
that things aredifferentnow-asIll the instance

of moonlit smokethatrolls fromthestovepipe
its shadow pouring uphill 
acrossa fathom of snow. 

Like any sa ilor 
saves his fingersyou squeezeout its flavor
by simply placing the teabagin a spoon
and winding the string around. When you walk 

into this day with a steaming cup, afraid to 
burn your lip. the fish (the Coelacanth 
is another one) u understand
by the feel of footsteps in the water. You waver 
a loosened pebble blinks once 
andthey swim away to find you. 
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PINE GROVE ELEMENTARY 

Broken in the center where it thins 
along her name 
I hold the stone with sticks and raise 
the rotted palings of a fence 
brittle wire I have to 
tear away from the roots of weeds. 
She died in childbirth--the words, cut deep 
in 1876, are slow in healing. 

Back of the schoolyard where trees begin 
she gathers what's left-the sky 
when we're through 
on a green swing of splinters, one room 
of school-and while 
the first bird killed by the smokehouse sings 
in the spent shell 
something else I don't know how to love 

begins to break on its own. 
Thick green splinter in my arm, all afternoon 
the chalk dust floating through my hair. 
In sunlight the fathomless pond 
at the foot of the hill burns blue--
caught out at night 
her darknesstears loose in my skin 
my thin wheels slip in the gravel. 

I sleep to a light beneath the door. 
At her side a yellow pine outcircles my arms-
the hollow fills with needles 
snow. 
Last year I drove through and the road 
was paved-now. there's a strong 
white fence, and, slow, the stone cemented: 
her first name Susanna. 
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Mary Baron 

ECHO- SOUNDINGS 

There are the times I break. myself
desperate for tlexibility--
the pen well broken in. the horse
alert. responsive. spurtingfear. 

At 11 igh t. I move against my self.
A clumsy thief within the house. 
I stir the gravelled lloor or dreams. 
1 pause. over the kitchen knives.

Waking. I mouth dream words. echo-
soundings taken in cold waters 
where whales of the self drag songs 
in endless circles. over sand . 
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JohnHallum

SONG OF SINEW 

Ahkah guessed her age at eighty-five She remembered
Reverend Brevig and the Lapps. who came to teach the people 
how to handle reindeer. She was a young girl thL'll . butno one 
including Ahkah knewwhatyear she saw themissionary or ex-
actly how old she was at the time. Later another missionary 
told her that Moses had lived one hundred and twentv years,
but she believed, like the other people who were born before
themission was built and records kept. that neithershe nor an y 
Of therest would live past one hundred.

On a clear day in her eighty-fifth summer. b y her reckon-
ing, she sat in a darkened cornerofher one room frame house 
with the sunshine on her lap. She held ravelingsofsinew be-
tween her fingers lickin g and twisting the ends of the animal
fibt'r together. She held the tiny strands at arm'slengthd ow n 
in the light and, when satisfied that they werewound properly. 
she brought the strands up in to the shadow and rolled them on 
her cheek spinning a thread. a thread whose strength and dura-
bility is differentfrom any thatone can buy. 

She heard thestormshed'soutside door open. but before
it cou!J slam shut the inside door burst open and Martha. 
Ahkah's great-granddaughter. ran in trying to catch her breath. 

When she diJ. she said almost with calm. "Suvuk been 
fall off the roof again." 

The thread and sinew bits lay strewn on the tloor. some 
within the light. some in darkness. and the old lady's form 
waddled in silhouette through the outer doorway. Martha 
sprinted ahead toward her house hoping Ahkah could wish 
Suvuk to life. 

By the time Ahkah got to her granddaughter's house. 
Suvuk was conscious. llis mother sat on the edge of the 
bed and rocked Suvuk in her arm s and held a wet cloth to the 
sobbing boy's backside. Another of Ahkah's grandJaughters 
stood near the bed, bending forward, and asked in a doleful 
voice , ''Suvuk, you hurt bad?
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The five-year-old sobbed. 
Then the aunt asked his mother, "What make him fall 

off?" 
She shook her head. 
"Maybe he been step on his shoe lace or something," 

said Martha, Suvuk's sister. ·'When I turn around, he already 
flip over and slide down to that nail. It catch him on the 
britches and cut him on the ehkook. He yell plenty loud be-
fore he tumble off."

A hkah eyed the low quarter shoes lying on the floor. 
The lace of one was pulled half out. The unlacing could have 
happened when his mother took them off him. Neither shoe 
lace was knotted neatly. 

"Maybe you going to have to learn how to fly, Suvuk ," 
said the aunt; but Suvuk knew she joked and the sob climbed 
up to a cry. 

"Mail plane going fly in on Saturday, and maybe they 
going teach Suvuk how to fly." 

Suvuk yowled. 
With her back turned to the bed, the old lady wetted a 

fresh cloth and without a word spoken, willed her talkative 
granddaughter to silence. They all knew that Ahkah knew lots 
of things. That is why when Suvuk fell, Martha ran for her, 
rather than Reverend Smith or the village nurse. 

The neighbor women and children gathered outside the 
house , then crowded the stormshed according to their boldness 
or kinship to Suvuk. But the two boys, who were on the roof 
with Martha and Suvuk and who spread the news of the fall, 
were able to push through the inner door. 

"Suvuk been fall off the roof, ' the aunt announced to 
the crowd. 

Ahkah, who had waddled halfway from the water drum 
to the bed, stopped and recast quietness on her granddaughter. 

The sobs dropped to a whimper. Then Suvuk said, ''I 
got no pants." 

"What?" asked his mother. 
"I got no pants." 
The aunt laughed too. 
His mother said, "Martha, get some jeans off the hanger 

stick." 
After Ahkah went back to her house, she trailed her 

fingertips across the bleached boards and found the thread and 
the fibers. The sunlight had moved along the floor, and she 
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dragged the reindeer mattress to where the sunshine fell on her 
hands. She licked, twisted, and then rolled the thread across 
her cheek. Her hands remembered the job, and tha t left her 
time to see in the darkness. 

The thread was thin and strong and had the property o f 
swelling wh en wet. If a skin were stitched properly, the moist 
thread would fill the hole left by the needle. When she was a 
girl men had hunted from kayakssewn with that stitch and 
that thread. The walrus skins were sewn with sinew before 
they were stretched onto the umiak frames : umiaks, big 
enough to lighten the NorthStar. the government ship which 
brought supplies. 

She thought about the Native Store fully stocked with 
goods from Outside , and then she said out loud, "But they 
never bring us this ." 

Down in the sunlight her hands stopped their job. The 
skin on her knuckles drew tight, and a single strand of brown 
thread pulled taut to form a perfectly straight line between 
her fists. 

* * * 
It was almost a week before the people saw Suvuk , but 

now there was something differentabout him. When he jumped 
or climbed, he was light-footed . He never tripped , and he ran 
silently. 

On the first day that he got out of the house , he drew al-
most as much attention as the day he fell from the roof. From 
his storm shed door, he spotted five children, who sat in the 
street drawing in the sand. There was a cut-bank above them 
on his side of the road, and he ran round his house and slipped 
through the tall nodding grass blades, which reached above his 
knees. Only a loose pup saw him creep up on the ridge of the 
cut-bank. Slowly Suvuk drew himself erect at the edge of the 
high place, and any of the children who played below could 
have seen him had they looked up from what they were doing. 

A minute passed and finally, tired of waiting, he yelled 
down, "Look!" 

All five jumped with a start. 
Suvuk was just as he had been when he left them, his 

bowl-cut hair flying in the wind , his wind breaker unzipped 
and flapping, but he was different. 

"Un-ah-KAH!" exclaimed one girl. "From where you 
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get that kinda, Suvuk?" 
"Ahkah . He been make 'em for me. Just like Papa's." 
Suvuk wore knee-high water mukluks. 
'You not suppose wear all-the-way-to-knee kinda. 

Funny Suvuk !" 
The girl was older than he. If the other kids picked up 

on what she said, he could not wear the mukluks. 
"No-me," he protested. "Ahkah, he say they going to 

be good." 
"Funny Suvuk!" she repeated. 
"Ahkah is older than you! He is older than all the 

people." 
She knew that he was right, but she could not lose face, 

so she said , "Ahkah, she, not he. Ahkah is a girl." 

* * * 
On mail day Ahkah went to the Native Store to cash her 

check and buy tea, sugar, and matches. When she went in 
three ladies, who had been talking, stopped. The old lady 
knew why. 

She laid the check on the counter and the young store 
keeper looked around for a pen. 

"Cah-nouk et pin?" greeted one of the ladies. 
"Nah-goo-jun-ah," she mumbled. 
"You been make nice mukluks for Suvuk." 
The old lady decided that to work the spell properly, 

she would wait for the store keeper. 
"Just like man's hunting mukluks," continued the wo-

man, walking nearer the old lady. One of the ladies was partly 
deaf, and so as not to miss Ahkah's answer, she shopped the 
shelves closer to the counter. 

"Oo-vah, " the young man held out a ball point pen to 
Ahkah and called the third lady over. 

Ahkah made a small circle which was not quite joined at 
the bottom, then the store keeper wrote the necessary informa-
tion around the mark. The third lady signed below where he 
wrote, "Witness." 

The first woman went on saying, "I got no time to make 
mukluks in summertime. Lots of fish to clean and willow 
leaves to put in oil for winter. We always like willow leaves." 

Ahkah looked down the counter and saw where someone 
had set a can of sardines, one pound of bacon, and two cans of 
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peaches. They could belong to one of the other ladies, she 
thought. 

But Ahkah decided to answer. "Pretty soon your hus-
band come back from cannery. and maybe he going have lots 
of money . You going be rich woman then and make lots or 
mukluks." 

"Not all-the-way-to-the-knee kinda for babies," thL' wo-
men giggled. "Water mukluks are for hunters. Halfway-high
mukluks are for babies." 

Ahkah watched the store keeper count out hermoney.
When she fini shed, the bills and coins lay in a neat stack on the 
counter. She left them there anu turned her whole body 
around to face the woman. 

"No hunters now. They all been go away. Long time 
ago lots of men here in summertime. but now down in the
cannery, forest fires, on tug and barge. and two in National 
Guard. Nobody 'round like before." 

''This fall plenty men come home. They got lots of 
money," the woman said. 

"This fall going have big drunk and lots of people going 
to act crazy. No-me. they gone now and going stay gone. Not 
going to be like before." 

The storekeeper who stoou behind the counter said. "It's
the first time we have full employment in the village. Nobody 
on welfare this winter." 

"Men been pee-luk!" she said half turning to the store 
keeper, meaning "We have run out of them or they are fin-
ished," as if referring to items on a store shelf. 

He moved down rhe counter remembering something he 
had to do. 

Ahkah turned back to the ladies. "No time to be a man 
now days. Next year Suvuk going to school. When he got fin-
ished he going go to Anchorage or fairbanks or Kodiak or Out-
side for National Guard. Maybe he going be here in springtime 
to hunt on ice, maybe he going be here falltime to go out on 
the ocean, but important thing, he going be gone after this 
year. He got to grow up fast. Last year for Suvuk. We going 
to see him this year." 

''He 's only five years old," the storekeeper's voice was 
muffled, because his head was below the counter top. 

"We going see him this year," Ahkah repeated. 
What was said in the Native Store went through town. 

After that day no one questioned Suvuk's wearing the knee-
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high water mukluks. 

* * * 
Suvuk tested the boots. He walked them in the surf and 

in the pond directly behind the school which was the town's 
water supply. The sandy soil turned them a darker brown than 
they already were. Wrapped around the ankles were tie straps 
made of bleached seal skin . Once they were pure white. The 
mukluks became soft like paws. They were part of him except 
when he slept. 

And again he climbed. Over dog sled upstanders, up and 
across racks used for drying meat and fish. Oil drums were slip-
pery, but his foot molded to the drum's contour. Through the 
softened sole he could tell exactly where his balance fell. And 
slowly, day on day , sumer wore out beneath his mukluks. 

Still the tall grass had green blades, but from somewhere 
there were coppers and browns on the tundra. The change was 
hard to tell when looking where one stood, but there were pat-
terns on the hills to the south. Warm red to contrast with the 
creeping cold in September. Nights grew dark enough to see 
the stars again and the lights swept across the black. 

Then one mail day, heavy flat-bottomed clouds moved in 
on the country in early morning. They were loaded with rain, 
which blew down with a chill that kept everyone, except the 
dogs, inside. The black roofs of the village would have shown 
like wet basalt had there been any direct light, but the low arc 
which the sun made was veiled in rain. Even the galvanized 
mission roof looked to be lead. Rain dripped from the houses' 
eaves, the dogs' fur gathered in strands, and the tundra dark-
ened to rich hues, which grew faint with distance. 

In the afternoon when the rain lightened to a heavy mist, 
the people still kept close to their stoves. Children played the 
string game and women busied themselves with housekeeping, 
half in expectation of the plane and half in disappointment at 
its not coming. Last night a message was broadcast from Nome 
over "Ptarmigan Telegraph." It said that some of the men 
would return on mail day "weather permitting." The weather 
did not permit. Daytime ran short, and when night fell there 
would be no attempt, because the village's landing strip had no 
lights. 

The sea pounded out the quarter minutes on the sand. 
Shore birds passed down and back following the surf, picking 
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at what the waves left in the foam. Their legs marked time like 
clock catchments. But theirs was a time to gather, while for the 
people the day's end meant that they might have to wait until 
another mail day before the men came home. Down on the 
beach bottom the birds ran and then escaped to the high water 
mark, short quick steps through the mist like visual ticking. 
The clicking from behind the grass, which stood where the 
island green broke down the beach. was swallowed in the surfs 
pound and sigh. 

''Tuump," the BB shot passed over the birds' heads. 
They flew landing on down the beach, and ran at the receding 
water. 

Suvuk raised his head from behind the grass. The mist 
plastered his hair over his forehead. His hair's bowi-cut crossed 
his face just above his eye brows. Below, his eyes followed the 
birds to the place where they again charged the waves. His jaw 
trembled and his lips were blue. He raised to his knees. The 
windbreaker clung, not only to his back, but his chest as well. 

Time to go home, he thought as he left off watching the 
birds and turned toward town. He walked through the mist 
with his air rifle grasped near the muzzle while its butt dragged 
across the moss and grass. Since he was no longer hunting. he 
sang "Yankee Doodle" to keep himself company. 

As he crossed the airstrip the rifle butt made too much 
noise so he grabbed the BB gun by its balance. The racket com-
peted with his singing. 

Ahead lay town; the main street coming out to the air-
strip. To the right of the road stood low houses and in the dis-
tance, the school. To the left was the cemetery and beyond 
that stood the mission, two maybe three stories, depending on 
how you counted. Some people slept in their attic. Reverend 
Smith never did. 

Suvuk passed the graveyard without stopping. Ahkah 
knew the people there, and to her they were real; but he 
thought of no one. 

Inside Reverend Smith's attic you could put a whole 
house, he thought. Ahkah's house would fit in with room 
left over for four or five dogs. 

He stopped before the main en trance and looked at the 
height of the facade. The mist made it look taller than it really 
was. 

"Up there," he said without closing his mouth, his head 
tipped back. 
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Walking to the side of the church, he saw only the rain 
gutter so he backed away. Then he saw the corrugation and 
the inclined plane which rose to the ridge. He saw a ridge 
which almost cut into the clouds. A place where birds could 
stop and be out ofrange of his air rille. And now he remem-
bered when after a quiet snowfall last winter, the breeze came 
back and the snow blew up and over the ridge. Winter had 
moved across the ridge and the ridge stayed up there even in 
fa lltime. 

"Up there," he whispered as his eye ran along the ridge 
to where the stovepipe stood a few feet down from the peak. 

"Up. up." a ladder was permanently fixed to the roof, 
one end of which ended at the stovepipe safety and the other 
at the rain gutter. "Up." there was a three story drop to the 
ground. 

"Ayy!" he ran with rine in hand around the back of the 
building to find a ladder. It wasn't there. Around the next 
corner on the cemetery side, he found a weathered wooden 
ladder, full two stories in length. 

It didn't move when he yanked at the end . He looked 
around for a stick and at finding none, he jammed the rifle 
barrel between the end rung and the ground and lifted up. No-
thing happened. He jabbed again for better purchase, and this 
time with a grunt, he moved the ladder an inch or so. Again 
he shoved the gun barrel beneath the rung and lifted and swung 
his weight to the side. Another inch. But this was too slow . 
There wasn't time. The clouds hid the sun , but he knew it was 
near day's end. It would be no good to be up there at night. 

He backed away from the wall, and when he felt the 
picket fence which encircled the cemetery against his back, he 
leaned against the fence and studied the building. There was 
the interior stairway to the bell in the shuttered part of the 
attic. Reverend Smith did not like children playing on the 
stairs. Someone might fall. 

He ran around to the church front again, carrying his 
rifle as he went. This time he saw light coming from the study, 
which fronted on the street on the ground floor, the sanctuary 
being one flight up. Suvuk shifted the BB gun, which was as 
long as he was tall, to order arms and marched quietly past the 
window. Once past he again ran to the side where he saw the 
ladder leading to the stovepipe. He saw that the roof's eaves 
did not drip, then he remembered the rain barrel by the storm-
shed at the back of the church. 
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The barrel overflowed, and hecould not climb onto the 
ri m without submerging his ann. He propped the ri f1e. muzzle
down, against the walL and by pulling himself up by the rain 
barrel's lip and grabbing the end of the drainpipe. he got a toe
hold on the ritle's trigger guard. He steadied and lifted himself 
to a squat on the barrel's lip. both hands on thedrainpipe.
The pipe stood away from the wall held by braces. Suvuk used 
these as resting places as he shimmied up the pipe. It was dry 
beneath the eave. The drainpipeturned now and angled out to 
the bottom of the rain gutter. He grabbed the outer edge of 
the gutter and, pulling his head and shoulders up above the 
stormshed roof. looked for his next handhold. A bare wire 
ran up from the roof to a pole ten or fifteen yards from the 
building, but the wire was of no use to Suvuk, because it was 
out of reach . He hung on the corner of the shed and saw that 
there was only the overhang above the gable to hold on to. He 
grabbed, then while holding on, braced his elbow in the rain 
gutter and swung his feet into nothing. 

As he hung there swinging his legs from side to side 
working up momentum to kick one foot over th e rain gutter, 
he saw the ridge high above him. The rain stopped, and the 
mist cleared. but from above the church the heavy clouds still 
came. The clouds came over the ridge like the snow last win-
ter, straight off the ridge as if the ridge made weather. With 
one hand on the gable overhang and the other beneath his 
shoulder and gripping the gutter, he swung. 

"Pretty soon I going be up there." he said with a grunt 
and caught the gutter with the back of his mukluk heel. 

Carefully he rolled his weight on to the stonnshed roof, 
holding tightly to its edge all the while. He lay still for a mo-
ment to rest , then stood up and caught the wire to pull himself 
forward. 

The wire gave. 

* * * 
When he heard the crash, Reverend Smith jumped from 

his chair in his study and ran back through his quarters. His 
big battery-operated radio spun around as it swung across the 
room to smash into the wall again. It had been playing at the 
time and just before the dedication of the next number fin-
ished , he saw the machine settle slowly to the floor. He 
tugged on the antenna and found it to be slack but still 
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attached. By the time he got out the backdoor tll L' boy had
regained his balance and was halfway up the rainpipewhich led
to the sanctuary roor. 

"Suvuk, come down here!" 
The boy held on and lookeddown, hismukluk finding a

brace on which to rest. 
"Get down oil ofthere. You'll break your neck." 
Suvuk felt the brace through his sole and knew that he 

could not fall unless the church fell The cavesabove him pre-
sented the same problemof balanceand agility as the stormshed
eave had, and he knew that what Reverend Smith said was not 
so. Reverend Smith was a man , and older people had to be 
given reason. Suvuk rested and thought. 

"What arc you doing, Suvuk. Come down now." 
"I can't." 
"Why not?" 
"Maybe I going fall down." 
"Now don't get excited. Just a minute now and I'll get 

the ladder. Stay right where you are." Then Reverend Smith 
ran to the other side of the church. 

The ladder tangled in the grass. Years passed since some-
one else had lain it there, and the many summers' growth 
gripped the rungs and uprights until the man had to rip the 
ladder loose from the ground. He stepped between the up-
rights at one end, pulling the top rung to the small of his back 
and dragged the ladder travois-fashion to the corner of the 
building, making sure to round the bend wide. Had he looked 
up, he could have seen Suvuk , but all his energies were 
directed at hauling the ladder. He squared the ladder away and 
was about to lift one end to the stormshed's roof when he saw 
Suvuk dangling on the corner of the upper roof, legs swinging 
in a wide arc. 

''Suvuk!" 
The boy's heel missed and on the down swing his elbow 

slipped from inside the gutter, which held most of his weight. 
Hands up, toes down , he hung like wash on a clothesline. 
Fifteen seconds, then a half minute, he hung looking down 
with his eyes shut. He reached out with his feet and grasped 
the drain pipe and pulled himself back under the eave where it 
was dry, and he could rest. 

Without any more talk, the man raised the end of the 
ladder over his head, and hand -under-handed his way back to-
ward its balance, bringing the end higher and closer to the 
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stormshed roof. 
The boy watched the ladder end rise like a minute hand 

toward the hour. When he began the climb upward again 
would not be decided by how he felt, but by the ladder's end 
reaching a hand span below the roof top. 

There it was. Climb. 
Again he swung out and shimmied up where the pipe 

angled out to the bottom of the gutter. His fingers felt their 
way for a forward chinning hold. Then he grunted upward un-
til his elbow felt secure in the gutter and his other hand clung 
to the rising edge of the gable overhang. He rocked his weight 
back to test his holds and all was ready . For the third time he 
stepped off into space and began the pendulum swing. 

The ladder's end stopped its rise. If the boy made the 
sanctuary roof, the preacher's being on the stormshed roof 
would be pointless. If the boy did not make the high roof, the 
minister would be more useful on the ground. Reverend Smith 
watched the boy swing. The mist and rain were gone, but the 
boy's size made the roof look very high. 

Suvuk forgot about the ladder end. Day's end and the 
end of anything hung in the limbo of his mind. He had no 
thought, only feeling. He felt the flat angle of the gutter, and 
he felt its attitude to his swinging body. He felt the tiredness 
in his neck as he used what counter strength he could to kick 
higher and higher. He felt he must get up this time, because he 
could not feel his going back under the eave again. Not a grunt 
this time. It won't work. Cry a song. Higher he swung and 
his shoulders' shaking kept rhythm to his cry. Swing. His 
foot lashed out like a eat's paw and with the arch, he grabbed 
the lip of the gutter and held for balance. His whole body stat-
ionary, sprawled over the eave. Then slowly he raised himself 
over the anchored elbow. His hand worked up an inch , maybe 
two , on the overhang above the gable, and he consolidated his 
gain with balance. A tremor shook him to. a standstill, then 
one knee rolled into the gutter and his whole weight rested on 
the roof. 

Still holding the ladder over his head, Reverend Smith 
watched Suvuk rest. The weight of the ladder made his arms 
and shoulders ache. He would not move. 

Suvuk knelt in the gutter and grasped the rising edge of 
the overhang. He had been cold on the ground, and now he 
breathed deeply to cool himself. He wondered if he disobeyed 
his mother by perspiring. His clothes were still wet, but he 
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could not decide how much was rain and how much was sweat. 
Before the final climb he checked the mukluk ankle straps to 
see if they were tied. Square knotted and short ended. He 
crab-stepped out of the gutter and onto the corrugated roof. 

As soon as the stormshed roof and all he left behind was 
hidden beneath the roof. he was with the wind and cold again. 
Where had they been for the past half hour. he wondered . 
Maybe here was a different wind, a different weather. Even 
crab-stepping up the overhang above the gable. there was a new 
view of waving grass and Reverend Smith's outbuildings which 
he had never seen, but only felt. His hands stung, his arms 
ached, and his hair whipped down over his brow in the wind . 
He gulped air and crabbed up the overhang. 

1 should look, he thought, but that could wait for the 
ridge. Maybe the dogs see me. He would check when he got 
to the ridge. 

But he felt the wind. It seemed stronger now, and he 
was hot and cold at once. The light was orange and warm on 
his hands and on the tips of his ears. The wind all but shifted 
his body, but the light turned yellow and the backs of his 
hands warmed. The light glistened off the windbreaker sleeves 
as he side-stepped higher and higher, but the wind roared in his 
ears like engines, and all he was sure he heard was a dog's howl. 
Another step and two more dogs joined , and all the dogs in the 
village howled. 

Then Suvuk stopped. The wind carried new noises he 
had to learn. It moaned beneath him and the corrugation re-
flected the dog's howls to strangeness which stopped him. His 
lead hand could move no farther as if blocked, and it was time 
to listen. All the wind and this new place made a new song and 
then came the lyric from the village far away. It came faint, 
but clearly. Who sung out in the distance, he wondered. 
Which of his friends? 

"Airplane." 
And like the dogs' howls the word came again from other 

voices. 
"Airplane." "Airplane." "Airplane." 
He pushed his mukluk over the ridge and, sitting astride 

the church house, looked south, shading his eyes against a hor-
izontal sun beneath a leadened sky. The speck was there, and 
he heard it up on the ridge and yelled, "Airplane!" He threw 
his head back like a dog about to howl and bellowed, "Air-
plane!" 
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The people came into the street. The yellow copper 
sunshine lit the life i11 faces which had stayed long indoors. 
A packof children ran past the church front as swift as a fresh
team. The young people followed not noticing Reverend
Smith who wore theladderon his shoulders The wives came
next, and the postmasterpushed his two-wheeled cart loaded 
with outgoing mail. Suvuk'smotherhurried with them, some-
time walkingon tiptoe to see the taxiing mail plane. Then the
st reet before the churchwasempty except for a loose pup and 
the dog trottedon his own business in the opposite direction to 
the· crowd. The old people did not come to meet the plane.
There would be time to talk and hear the stories when the men 
got home. 

But there was one old lady who now reckoned her age 
to be ninety-five and used a cane for long walks. She had 
found the stick while berrypicking. and the bit of driftwood 
becameas much a part of her as her waddling gait. 

"Ahkah." 
She started. 
Nongtolk"" she asked looking up. 
"Papa. he been come back . I see him,'' he answered. 
"Suvuk, what you doing up high?" 
"Just climb."
"Maybe your mama going to scold you?"
"I been tear mv britchesagain." 
"How you do that'!" 
"I slide on the top part alla way from the back of the 

church . I see Papa. He coming this way with lots of junks. 
Maybe he been bring something for me again." 

"How you going to get down, Suvuk?" 
"Reverend Smith, he been got long ladder."

That night the clouds fell back and the dampness turned
to light frost beneath whipping lights out of thenorth. Martha 
and Suvuk ran through the stiffening grass, pointing their new 
tlashlights at each other. They cast their shadows on the 
houses and laughed at themselves as giants. It was too early to 
go to bed, but their father had turned the pressure lamp off 
saying he was tired after his trip from Nome. The children 
weren't tired, and they played on into the night . School 
started tomorrow, but tonight would be good for testing the 
flashlights, they decided. 
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Ahkah used kerosene for light ever since her mother 
threw out the stone lamp , which Ahkah and her brother broke 
by accident while playing. The light from kerosene was yellow 
like the old light, and whatever chore she left for the night 
could be done as well in yellow light as in the white light of 
gasoline. 

She sat alone and through the window pane heard the 
children run past. But of what they said, she gave no more 
notice than the automatic activities of her fingers. Wetting, 
twisting, and rolling the fibers into thread against her check, 
thread for kayaks, for umiaks. and for mukluks all in the 
future . Why was it. she wondered, that her granddaughter's 
husband bought both his children new shoes for school? 

She put the thought away with the sinew. It was time 
for bed. and she sang as she made ready and blew out the lamp. 

From between the covers she looked out into the dark-
ness. Firelight, projecting from the air hole in the cook stove, 
played on the wall. She watched the patterns any night she 
needed the fire's warmth. 

And in lhe light she saw Suvuk, his hair flying his rein-
deer parka tlapping at the bottom, because he had again lost 
his belt. He stood high above her on the sod house roof and 
looked over her head out toward the sea. The glare from the 
springtime ice made him squint, and with his hands he covered 
his eyes and peeked through the slits between his fingers. 

The wind across the top of the stovepipe caused the fire 
to murmur low . She listened, and then she heard him say, "I 
see Papa." But this was not the Suvuk for whom she made 
mukluks this past summer. It was her Suvuk who she raised 
to manhood . He married and his wife bore him two daughters. 
The nu came and went leaving Ahkah to raise the daughters. 

When the eldest married, the first born boy received the 
released name "Suvuk." 

The old lady looked again at the sweeping flicker across 
the wall and willed her son's image to come back. Only fire-
light. Even after she sung, the boy would not return, but in-
stead she could see her great-grandson astride the church roof. 
He looked past her down the road. 

She rolled over with her back to the firelight. "Only dif-
ference is new medicine. Going keep this Suvuk aJive long time. 
Maybe he going to be like Old People. He going to live to one 
hundred. Maybe like Moses, he going be one hundred and 
twenty." 
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Pale Corydalis/Rock Harlequin 
Corydalis sempervirens 

Fumariaceae 

Pink Pyrola /Wintergreen 
Pyrola asari(olia 

Pyrolaceae 
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Giinter Grass 

AFTERWARDS 

Translated from the original "Danach" 
byIrmgardElsner Hunt 

Of the fish the bone remained. 
Airy interstice where 
the veterans of the revolution 
and their followers settle, 
and wishes cultivate 
yesterday's kale. 

Barterers who offered 
vending trays of solutions 
now serenade emptiness 
until it becomes fashion. 
Many now wear skimpy coats, 
sleeves, pockets, buttons missing. 
Nobody takes the blame. 
What shall we play next? 

Turn in an application. 
Let them transfer you. 
Into which century? 
To wear a braid and cut it in front of an audience. 
Or in a mass migration fall behind 
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foot-sore and soon afterwards settled. 

When we began, we thought : Let's just begin. 
We didn't mean it that way. 
Actually we wanted this and not that. 
But this didn't come about. 
That came about. 
We couldn't have known. 
This doesn't exist. 
That - is past. 

What bubbles contain. 
Throwing in from out of bounds. 
Why that and not this? 
Afterwards, fashion changes. 

A learning process of mere 
pictorial instruction has begun. 
We live without making demands. 

Marks scratched in to plaster stay. 
As long as the excrement steams 
the inscription is new. 
Later, collectors go around. 
They gather small and longer cries, 
for instance this one: No never ever! 

Afterwards, the furniture was moved. 
This idea, so steep 
and still unconquered 
tempted climbers from all over the world. 
One summer after another they went too far. 
At fault were the spectators 
with their: Too high. Too steep. 
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The in terva ls between chestnut trees . 
Or my finger above close-meshed wire netting. 
Here I have walked a few times before. 
There I catch up with myself. 
What for : always this talk about happiness. 
Glad I am when one tree is missing. 
But the empty chestnut trees stand regularly. 

Afterwards already began before. 
It saw itself well prepared 
and prudentlynourished itself in the crowd. 
Difficult to ascertain the line between 
before and afterwards. 
For when they said Now, proposals 
for a shifting of Now already arrived. 
(Later it was said to have happened 
partially at a third place.) 
Afterwards, other things and facts were photographed. 

Damage to crops is calculated after the fact. 
Afterwards, we are embarrassed, 
and look for jokes from the past. 
Afterwards, bills arrive. 
Our debts don't forget us. 
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Kay Deeter 

ON LOCATION 

Pulitzer Prize Photo Series 
Anthony Roberts, 197 4 

For fifteen minutes 
George Derby hesitates, 
a screen-test Doubting Thomas, 
his trigger-sad finger propped hot 
on the roof of the car. 
He is suspect, himself, of hem and haw. 

The man on the other side 
wrestles a resisting, pretty 
Ellen Sheldon to the Hollywood 
discount parking lot. 
She wears elaborate 
nicks on her wrists. 

He must be kidding, 
this kind of kidnapping. 
No, he broods on her stomach, 
knife to lovely throat, 
her black hair, an obvious 
throwback to a damsel in distress. 

Finally, the legal, Hollywood kill. 
One shot. 
The villain lies in a heap by a hubcap. 
The skeptic draws back his dubious gun. 
It smokes like a Western. 
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Jamie 0 'Halloran 

TO A SURVIVOR 

I knew the newspaper silhouette to be yours 
by the slope of the shoulders, 
and by the distance between it and the harbor police, 
there, on the gangplank . 

First, I was amazed that it could happen, 
with all those people, 
all those young efficient sailors with their ropes. 
Then, I could see the log 
pin your son's body to the bottom of the tall ship --
then, I could see all eight years, 
soft and bloated. swell in his face. 

And when I saw you next, !understood 
the curve in your spine. how your shoulder bends 
still to the pull of his hand. 
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Gary Fincke/ Four Poems 

THE PILLOW IS IMPORT ANT 
for W.S. Merwin 

Fixing the pillow before sleep , he hears his 
wife's protest, her anger about a ruined pur-
chase. A few dollars more he is wasting. It 
is negative work, yet necessary. Preparing 
for sleep is important. The details of the 
folded pillow are intricate, curled softly 
around his fist that will be clenched until 
morning. If attacked , he would be able to 
swing without thinking. It is not as lethal 
as the gun tucked beneath him, but he does 
not have to worry about shooting his son 
creeping up the stairs after a late date. 
The pillow is important, then, and his wife's 
complaints ignored. She is the philistine 
in the heart of culture. She would tell the 
story of his effort at another of those 
meetings that fill small towns. It might 
even be listed beside an ad for meat in the 
weekly paper. His work would be complete. 
Like all art, it would be scorned, its cost 
assailed. By the time he perfects the 
shape, she will have thrown it out, com-
plaining now of a peculiar smell or foam 
rubberbroken down into granules intruding 
into her comfort. Her actions are universal; 
he accepts them, believing they make his work 
mythic. 
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THE HUNGER ARTIST, AGAIN 

Like the professional faster, my son refuses to cat. 
However. he does not do it for pay. His is the real 
dedication, a value he has foundduring the daily
meals. When the perfectly spaced portions of his 
dinner appear at the nonnal time , he begins to moan. 
It is not a vocal protest : though oral, it is fitful 
and soft and stretched irregularly until he is sent 
away. 

There was a time when he cried as he realized the 
loss of some chocolate dessert. His exits are silent 
now, sugar also banned. Somehow he still grows, 
demanding clothes, beginning to hurt me during our 
wild punching games. Ascetic, he has gained an 
unnatural control over his body. I continue to 
eat the food I dislike, growing weaker. These 
roles should tell me something, but I resist their 
clarity. My voice still rises at dinner as I demand 
submission. If he were a performer, I would watch 
his cage all night, looking for fraud. 
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WAREHOUSE 

The perpetual lift is his miracle. No matter the 
concentration of an audience: they cannot see him 
pause or shift to another load. or course he must 
change. Everyone knows he piles the boxes some-
where and reaches for new weight. Yet there is 
no pile: yet he is always lifting. His arms strain 
as if he has reached his limit, but he goes on. The 
audience admits he has a strength that is beyond 
them. They are not bored by the repetition they 
cannot perceive. They are patient or in awe or 
they are sadistic, knowing that he will eventually 
burst, his body flashing red and liquid. draining 
onto the floor. lapping gently against the box that 
must be lifted by someone who, out of sight, has 
been preparing for this work. 
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THE ROOM WITH THE BODY ON THE FLOOR 

The room with the body on the floor was always dirty. 
The body, itself, was clean, but something about it 
attracted Just, cobwebs, lint that scattered when she 
opened the door. The suit that the body wore was as 
neat as a made bed: the man inside it seemed always 
to be bathed and scented. The children never played 
in here, she knew, yet the filth persisted. When she 
had tried to move the body, it had resisted somehow, 
becoming heavier or sticking between two chairs. 
Apparently, it was at peace in this room and wanted 
no change. She understood this desire . She, too, 
longed for peace. On some days she believed the body 
was her husband's, on others a lover. Neither, 
however, touched her. If only he would speak: if 
only he would not attract dirt like some grotesque 
magnet. One day when the room was spotless again, 
she would rush to the shower, change her clothes, 
and return enticingly dressed. Before the filth 
settled back upon the room, she would take the hands 
of the body and press them against her, breathing 
deeply, and look into the eyes until she saw a 
sign that this body understood the needs of what it 
was touching. 
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Morgan Wills 

TRUE COLOR 

He was a big man. His eyes swam rar apart in l1is big,
freckled face. but each eye was a tender pool holding reflections
of his world. Once his son on his knee had raised a ringer. 

"I see that dog barking in your eye. Daddy . Way down 
the road. now he'scoming closer." 

Black legs churned dust acrosshis large, still pupil. His 
son crowed, leaning closer to him . Now as he crouched into 
the gravel of the streambed he saw his mirrored eyes sinking to 
merge with the clear pale stones below. Slowly he put his 
hands into the ice water, real ice shards catching against his 
skin. He crushed gravel and red-brown silt. He did this for 
several minutes and all his actions were heavily deliberate. He
stood and looked up and down the stream, shaking his hands 
to dry them. Behind him his Jogs watched, panting andfaintly 
curious. They were big, healthy animals. Their ears stood in 
elegant. soft grey peaks. HL' liked to run his hands down 
across their backs to where their tails lifted high above the 
black-starred anus. ln winter, he gave them grease from a tin 
bucket. Now in late spring he had taken them with him, far 
into the tangled woods. Scents and currents rose from the 
dense, piney matting. There was no snow for his dogs' feet, 
snow slick and rough at the same time against wooden runners. 
Perhaps, he thought for the first time, his dogs did not know 
why they were here. 

He took a little red notebook from his shirt pocket. On 
the first page was a poem he had begun a long while ago. It 
was titled 'True Color." Words were there. Lines were there. 
And yet he found something foreign on the page, impure . It 
was his own self-consciousness imposed over the imagery, as 
though his body, crouched on the boulder, threw a faint 
shadow onto the words. Whenever he read what was written 
there he squirmed, remembe1ing his concentration. Earlier 
that morning in his office he had stared out his window at the 
colors before him. He willed his eyes to go beyond first im-
pression. 

His window was a skinny rectangle which gave out onto 
a parking lot. He had seen four cars. Beyond them, rising as 
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though from the fenders, were trees. Two pines had the black-
green of old ivy, he thought. Young birch had a more trans-
ient spring green, filtered sun on crazy lichens. Squat in the 
forefront were trees with leaves like coins, a brushed felt gray-
green. Then there was a long row of grown birch with a green 
like new paint. Hlis eyes scanned, circumscribing, and fell back 
on the four cars. The firs t was a sickly tan caramel, an other a 
purple close to eggplantwithout the gloss or heavyshine. The 
third was a dilute turquoise which reminded him or Easter 
shoes, and the last, a false , military blue. Yes , he felt every 
difference He was at the pivot point between the fenders and 
the trees. He had only to open his mouth and the words on 
his tongue would fall to the page uncontaincd. 

When he was sitting quietly at his desk this seemed pos-
sible. Sitting on the granite boulder by the stream, hunched
over his notebook , he felt the embarrassment. Therefore he 
pretended to anyone who might suddenl y stride into the clear-
ing that he was compiling a shopping list. This was supported 
by the presence of his dogs. A man in the grip of romantic self-
deception might take onL' dog, an old favorite , with hilil into 
the woods to write, hut he wouldn't take four. He preferred 
the absurdity of taking four dogs into the woods to compile a 
shopping list to the antique, romantic vision. One ofhis fav-
orite imitations--he was known somewhat for his imitations, all 
sharply witty and scoring on pretensions--was of the romanti c 
writer. In this imitation his eyes became saucers of softened 
blue, his voice scaled offinto the sotto voce of radio theatre: 
"Bathed in the last rays of the dying sun, he staggered toward 
the abyss. The very pulse of the great earth beneath him 
seemed erratic. He fell to his knees... " 1t was effective, be-
cause in his low-slung jeans, with his clean high forehead , h e 
had no sen tim en t. 

After an hour of staring at the notebook page and making 
one or two little marks in it, he shut it and let it lie between his 
cupped hands. His lead dog opened its jaws and yawned into 
the thin air. A waft of warm dog breath reached him, cereal 
and old bone. It gave him the same feeling as a sudden reali za-
tion that his bladder was full--a feeling of spiraling down and 
across distance. 

At home he chained the dogs and gave them a little 
water. They weren't interested, though, and sunk to their 
bellies, paws gripping the loose earth pleasurably. His wife 
culled from the doorway, 
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"Thank God you're home. 1 forgot to mention about 
the lecture. I was afraid you'd forget. Did you?" 

"Whose lecture?" 
"On nutrition. Dr. Deerman. Remember that?" 
"Oh, Jesus. The vitamin thing." He raised his eyes to 

the sky. 
"You promised. You promised you'd come just this 

once." 
He opened his arms to their full width. His chest lifted 

and flexed beneath the blue denim shirt. His amazing eyes 
were bright. 

"Do I look wrongly nourished?" he said. "Am I weak?" 
The hackles on his lead dog's shoulders rose and a growl 

broke into a long howl. There was his own huge shadow, 
thrown in tree-length across his sleeping dogs. He looked down 
at them fondly. His wife disappeared from the doorway. 

"Who is this guy?" he asked her later, as they sat down 
in the metal chairs of the auditorium. They always sat on the 
end of a row so that his head and shoulders wouldn't bother the 
people behind. Even so, he had noticed that sooner or later 
speakers began talking in his direction , attracted to the clear 
gaze of his eyes above all the other inclined heads. 

"He's a nationally known figure," his wife whispered. 
"He advertises for some kelp company, but he consults, too, 
nutrition and child care." 

"Could he answer a question on canine deprivation?" 
"Oh, Daniel," his wife's voice held dismay . "Don't bait 

him. Not this time. Just listen." He folded his anns across 
his chest and narrowed his eyes to look half-asleep. Dr. Deer-
man was rotund and bald , and wore glasses. His tie was a flare 
of jungle colors against a tubby three-piece suit in navy . He 
cleared his throat. 

"What has your child eaten today? Cereal? Toast?" 
It was a carefully prepared lecture, the outline so lucid 

that the audience was often a step ahead of the speaker, wait-
ing a little impatiently for him to take up a subject he had 
promised "to get to later on.'' A spectrum of vitamins was in-
troduced , with particular attention given to the B group. Dr. 
Deerman raised a finger and shook it in admonition. The dis-
advantages of pre-bagged carrots as opposed to bunched, raw 
ones came up. Apparently the plastic wrap for vegetables con-
tained a slow-leaking gas of some sort. Near the end of the lec-
ture , before the question and answer session, Dr. Decrm an 
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appeared to be talking exclusively to one corner of the auditor-
ium. Two-thirds of the audience were excluded from his re-
marks. A big man who appeared to be asleep sat in the direct 
line of Dr. Deerman's eyes. The questions began. Dr. Deer-
man relaxed, joking his way through common childhood com-
plaints. But then a question came from a slender, gray-haired 
woman in the front row. 

''But what happens when you know that your child is 
getting every single nutritional aid he could possibly get , and 
he still doesn't develop as you'd like to see him?" 

Dr. Deerman gripped his lecture stand . If before he 
had seemed at all ridiculous, faintly pompous. he was suddenly 
so serious that a hush swept across the audience. He leaned 
forward. The large man far in one corner roused himself and 
looked around . 

"This is a very important point, and I'm glad to have the 
chance to address it. If your child seems undernourished even 
though you've given him a good diet with supplements, you 
must ask yourself about the nature of your love. Love is the 
real vitamin . Love and time. I must tell you about a personal 
experience I had. I was touring India, a country of incredible 
poverty . Swarms of children like insects in all the streets, little 
ragged palms, reaching, reaching. Sweaty palms, caked palms, 
doughy palms. Palms that had never known the clink of 
change or a mother's teasing kiss. Palms criss-crossed with cuts. 
Palms ... " 

He opened his eyes and let them slew around. His wife 
was listening to the list of palms, as it grew to myriad and truly 
imaginative lengths. Her head was cocked to one side and she 
was biting her lip. This was a sign of seriousness. The audi-
ence had leaned forward; they were all like dogs before the 
gun. They were waiting for the great wind of catharthis to 
sweep out of India. He couldn't believe this. 

He had a vision of a new Dr. Deerman imitation, and 
then knew immediately afterwards that he could never bring it 
off. The man was so deadly sincere. He was working himself 
up. Choked cries came from the podium. Dr. Deerman's fist 
softly pounded the lectern. It opened in supplication to the 
audience. With a great roar of empathy the audience rose to 
its feet in a wild ovation. His wife's cheeks glistened. He 
looked around him and experienced true alienation. He 
clapped a few times and then shouldered his way out into the 
cool, neutral air of the night. 
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As he drove home in the car later, he felt his wife's hand 
gripping his thigh. He sensed her need for silence and spared 
her the caustic remark he had prepared. After she had gone to 
sleep, he lay for a long time, with his arms behind his head. 
There was a circle of moon on the quilt and he played games 
with it, shadow games with his large hands. He made a coyote, 
a duck, a snow goose, and a Japanese dancer. He considered 
a moment. then slowly formed his fist into a balled figure wav-
ing two arms. It bent from the waist as though over a lectern 
of some kind . The armswere energetic. When the moonlightt 
became splintered with shadows from the birch outside his win-
dow, he threw off the quilt and padded across the room, into 
the hall and toward the front door. He stepped out into a fra-
grant wind under a sky of ncar stars. Hecrossed to where his 
dogs. lay sleeping in a scattered ring of dark shapes. This time 
they did not growl at him as he crouched next to eachone. He
worked his hands under their collars and rubbed the pressed fur. 
His ear distinguished the new element of soughing pleasure 
added to their deep breathing. 

When he was at the office the next day he drafted a let-
ter. It was simple and courteous: "Dear Dr. Deerman it 
said, "I attended your lecture--you may remember me, a tall 
man in the right corner--and am interested in speaking further 
with you. May I offer my services for a tour of these great 
North America woods? I understand you have several days yet 
in our part of the country." He delivered it personally to Dr. 
Deerman's hotel on his lunch hour. In three hours he had a call 
from the doctor. He would be delighted to accompany him 
into the woods. He had always loved the Northwest. 

''Daniel, may I speak with you a minute inside?" his 
wife called from the porch as he was unchaining his dogs. Dr. 
Deerman roamed the yard, his hands clasped behind him, 
breathing deeply. Inside, his wife's face was strained and ac-
cusing. 

"What are you going to do with him?" 
"We're going for a walk." 
"With the dogs?" 
"He won't mind. Besides they need the exercise." 
"Daniel, what are you planning?" His wife gripped 

his arm. "That man is a nationally known figure! This is no 
time for a joke." 
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''I'm not playing a joke. He wants to see the woods." 
"But where are you going?" His wife ran out into the 
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yard behind him. "What are you going to do?'' Hervoicc 
hung in the air after them as they entered thc woods by the side 
trail. The dogs crashed ahead on big paws. He glanced over 
his shoulder at his wife's diminishing figure, still standing in the 
yard, hands on her hips. He smiled and his chest cxpanded. 

asked . 
"You have quite a few dogs, don't you?" Or. Deerman

"It's for dog-slcdding. I run a team." 
"Is this the team?" 
"Most of it. They like to get out now and then." 
They crossed a meadow and stirred up a bush of small, 

lovely brown birds that flocked against a sky just palely tingcd 
with blue. Ahead loomed the dark block of pines that would 
eclipse the heat and light as soon as they entered . The dogs 
raced the meadow. Their paws covered the earth and drew it 
back toward their bellies. There was something greedy in their 
running. Dr. Deerman rubbed his chin . 

"Sled dogs, you say?" 
It was more difficult going as they drew ncar the stream. 

He kicked the underbrush out of the way for Dr. Deerman , 
and broke long vines with his thigh. Dr. Deerman picked his 
way through this rough passage , a kind, slightly bern used 
middle-aged man doing his best to appreciate the opportunity. 
Insects floated around his head. His neck was red. His small 
feet were careful. They came out of the trees at last onto the 
gravelled shallows of the stream. A granite boulder stood 
some distance away. As if very familiar with the place, the 
dogs sank in a circle around the boulder and put their heads 
down on their paws. 

"This is a favorite place of mine. I come her often, to 
think, to dream. You know." He smiled at Dr. Deerman, 
put his hands in his pockets and scuffed the earth with his ten-
nis shoe, contriving to look, despite his size, bashful. Dr. 
Deerman appreciated the emotional addition. 

"Yes, it would be wonderful for that here. Do you have 
children?" 

"Two boys, ten and eight." He was edging Dr. Deer-
man toward the boulder, scuffing forward with an inexorable 
sneaker. Dr. Deerman drifted backwards to the stone. "But I 
usually come here alone." 

"Perhaps your boys could profit from a little quiet time 
with you here, too," Dr. Deerman began, and then, feeling 
the boulder behind him, put back one arm and sat down on it. 
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"That kind of attention can be extremely important to chil-
dren, sometimes more irnportant than things like nutrition or 
outerwear." 

"Outerwear?" 
"Warmth. Good winter clothing." 
"Yes, you were saying something about that last night, 

as I recall . Dr. Deerman, how are your eyes?" 
"My eyes?" 
"Do you see well?" 
"Oh yes. Quite well. The glasses correct a slight astig-

matism, but really almost to perfect vision." 
"Could you look up there , please? To that big pine to 

your right? My eyes are a bit weak, but I thought I saw a 
wood peeker. One of the rare ones." 

"What kind would that be?" 
"One of the real rare ones. Just up there in the top 

branches." 
Dr. Deerman leaned back. His face, turned to the broad 

sky, took on an expression of spiritual search. It came natu-
rally to his open, somehow vulnerable features. He raised a 
hand and incredibly, it unclenched, palmwards toward the 
heavens. At that moment, which was unplanned and yet per-
fect, Daniel removed from his pocket what he had brought 
from the house. A shaft of late afternoon sun illuminated Dr. 
Deerman on the stone, Dr. Deerman with the supplicant hand 
raised to the woodpecker in the boughs . The dogs raised their 
heads, too, a ring of dark, questing eyes, at Daniel's move-
ment. His finger pressed cold metal. There was a tiny, just 
audible click. 

"Do you see him?" Daniel asked loudly, to cover it. 
"No, no I'm afraid it has escaped me." 
As they approached the house, he saw the flash of his 

wife's relieved face at the window. The dogs sat quietly to be 
rechained while Dr. Deerman drank a cold lemonade down in 
one draught. All the way back he had seemed to be growing 
uneasy, and said he really must return to his hotel. Daniel 
drove him into town. But as Dr. Deerman was climbing from 
the car. he somehow stumbled. Daniel gripped his ann and 
raised him from the pavement. Dr. Deerman looked up at him, 
at his own reflection in the mild blue of his host's eye. 

"'Why, you know, I never really noticed before, but 
you have tile most remarkable eyes. So much surface area. 
I can see clear back down the street to that stoplight back 
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there. Yes, it's just now changing to ye llow, and a woman 
is coming out of the drugs tore. " llis voice was ge ntle and 
amazed. Daniel leaned closer a11d turned his headslightly . 

"What is she wearing?" ill' said . 
"A green-fringed shawl," sa id Dr. Deerman. "A nd yes , 

boots of patent leather." 
The last he saw of Dr. Deerman was the strange sorry, 

half-d o ubting look he threw over his shoulder as he went 
through the revolving doors of his hotel. Had he had a good 
time? 

When the picture came in the: mail, enlarged and wonder-
ful, he had it framed for his desk. It sat on one co mer. I He
explained to people who asked that he kept it because all of his 
dogs were in the photograph: and indeed they were. ringing 
the boulder, watchful, protective, companions to the man 
who sought his vision there in the toweri ng pines. 

But he also had this photograph made into a miniature 
which he kept in the lid of his watch case. On the boulder. he 
would open it and gaze long minutes at the foolish and sincere 
face. He would set it down where he could see it whenever he 
raised his eyes from the notebook, whenever the sickening 
sense of reality overtook him and he began to see himself writ-
ing. His voice would then re fine itself into a hesitant yet vi-
brant Midwestem drawl: "Palms," he would say, "clay-baked, 
sun-scorched palms, palms blistered with need." 

He would smile and lean forward so that his eyes swam 
into view on the surface of the water. Beneath their re flection , 
down among the white stones and reddish gravel, he stalked 
the words which he knew now would be real, which would give 
him true color. 
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Tina Matthews/ Two Poems 

JULY LIGHT 

Holding the canoe 
stern shoulder high, 1 

balance on the lake 
bank , shift the shining 

weight a little 
to the left and watch 

my bare right foot step 
on a yellow jacket. The canoe 

sweeps the beach and leaves 
me doubled, wild 

with the sting. My eyes swell 
shut and open later 

in the hospital. Purple 
shirttails flutter 

on the narrow sheets. 
Unbuttoned, I lie 

flooded with my life 
and won't swim for weeks 

but dream instead 
of crystal hives, leaf-rot 

July light 
caught in brown water. 
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LUCY 

Lucy, a shaman's daughter, 
sits beside me in the classroom 
and complains she hasn't eaten good 

since leaving Arctic Village. Do I know 
where she can get some fish? I don't, 
I'm sorry . She thanks me 

with a sideways glance and finally 
I recognize her face--The Blessed Damosel, 
Rosetti's Lady of six-hundred 

canvases and poems-- and sec her 
sitting for her husband 's friend. 
She tips her chin a bit. Her eyelids drop 

until the darkened lashes 
brush the cheeks. 
Her hair, full with the morning light, 

streams through the studio 
and pools into a vision 
of a woman ringed by smokey bands 

of arctic sun . She bends above the morning 
cooking fires, hears the jagged grind 
of ice against the gravel bank, 

and poses for the river, 
shares its magic. Her brilliance 
breaks the painter's light 

in to pure color. Her eyes 
are prisms, bending through space 
the light he tries to reassemble. 

She focuses. He burns and paints 
one more of the ways 
light moves over water. 
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Ben Swan 
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Ann Chandonnet 

THE WINE OF BROWN WATER 

Soft moths of water move past, 
brown balloons, 
cotton-winged seeds. 
The small of my back 
sips the wine of brown water, 
dense with old leaves and small perch. 

The lovely thrust 
of unencumbered water, 
the slip and ripple. 
Water grooms my pores 
with luscious fingers, 
slickly grooms and combs, 
revives. 
(The forgiveness, the lull of waves.) 

I have gone off wharves 
into downtown Lake Winnepesaukee 
at night, 
and in broad daylight 
have lounged between two boulders-
private white water--
mid-stream near Yosemite. 
Have sunk bare-assed into Long Pond, 
wary of patrols and eels. 

I dive between silk sheets 
into a new lover's bed. 
Gooseflesh and nipples rise in concert. 
Cares stream away like yellow leaves 
from this birch 
outside the bedroom window, 
until only the marble-white trunk's left, 
unencumbered, 
luminous against amber foothills, 
ready, again, for winter's weight. 
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Pickerel weed and water 
lift my hair to whisper brown truths, 
then wrap cool knees around my waist. 
Bubbles rise--white hothouse grapes--
to burst againstmy eyes. 

Darleen Masiak / blockprint 
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Joyce Odam / Two Poems

BEE STUNG 

all the bees aregolden 
for they make honey 
and it is summer
and the fine hair on my arm 
is as gold as they arc 
raised as it is 
between my eyes and the bu zzing. 

the bee has not stung me this year 
though I have gone where it goes 
among the vegetables and the flowers 
when the days were as heavy as honey. 

all my fear of the bees is still there 
for they make a dark and constant sound 
where I am standing 
and I flinch when I should hold still 
and my hand wants to slap 
at my knowledge of them. 

I still go among 
the vegetables and the flowers 
which are mine for I put them there 
with my plans and hunger when it 
was winter or at least cold spring 
and I did not remember 
the bee or the honey or the stinging. 

it is an old fear anyhow 
dark as childhood 
and it has been forgiven 
that I stood naked in the sun 
in the woods of summer 
loving my life 
then stung to crying 
by a bee that died upon me. 
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EGGS 

I cannot name the egg again. 
It remains as mysterious as ever. 

I, making ordinary breakfast 
of the egg, 
never consider what I am doing. 

Sometimes I try to be talented with it, 
cracking it open with one hand 
and dropping it into the pan 
without breaking it. 

Nests of it turn under chickens 
into a tedium of miracles 
which I can hear forming. 

If it floats, it is bad. 
It can be saved for throwing. 

Original Chicken pecks her eggs 
with her curving and yellow beak 
that is hard as a bone. 

The eggs of the goose are stacked into 
a mountain. 
She will not hatch them. 

I am surrounded by eggs. 
I use them for symbols. 

Three ducks so far have given us 
three sets of ducklings. 
One or two of each set always drowned , 
though I always knew 
that ducks always take to water. 

At dusk, we gather the eggs, 
stealing them from all the intention. 
We go where it is dark and full of straw 
and take them. 
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Albert Drake/ Two Poems 

CRYSTAL CREEK 

Plum dawn over the unnamed mountain 
and we stretch like animals who have slept 
the winter. We dream like children 
dreaming to live in the open. 
By noon the meadow is gold with heat; 
wine cools in the creek. 

Night noises of animals we never see, 
moving as the sea wind moves across 
tops of aspen and willow like waves. 
Through fog we hear surf, beating 
the darkness like a distant heart. 
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EATERS 

The elephant ears. 
fan-shaped leaves 
knee-high to the Douglas rirs. 
turn from dark green to chrome yellow. 
the color of drying tobacco. 
As fall ends they bend. 
each morning more arc down 
and the distant house more visible. 

The mulch pile 
has six cucumbers. 
saffron-yellow toes. 
the bright orange pumpkin meat 
studded with white seeds, 
the crust a jack o '!an tern 
laced with brown stripes of slugs. 

What is it that walks from memory 
at night, 
stomps the elephant ears flat, 
stops to nibble at the mulch pile. 
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.!. W R ivers / TwoPoems

WOODLAWN BRANCH CHICAGO BOYS CLUB 

My answer is no you can't 
join the Boys Club. 
they play pool and cards, 
you ll cut offyour neck 
with the power saw
fall off the fire escape 
andrupture yourself, 
won't come home on time, 
stop studying never be a doctor. 

But Ma it's only pocket billiards 
and Old Maid, 
you've got to be fifteen 
to run the power saw, 
there's a rail on the fire escape, 
I'll be home by nine at night, 
study like Einstein at recess. 

Well, I'll see 
what your Uncle Oscar says ... 

And I get to join 
. .and sit every night 
on the fire escape with Bob Milton 
and Alex Bargamian and Archie Tourlakes 
and Wild George from Kentucky. 
We watch the cops work over the winos 
in Woodlawn Precinct Station 
below the Boys Club. 
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FIRST DAY BACK IN CLASS 
AFTER SUMMER VACATION 

Not all witches come on brooms. 
Some are allergic to straw, 
others get airsick 
and come in Fords or Chcvrolets. 
They're born with perfect grammar, 
know all the rules of commas 
but can't read maps. 
Ours went to a convention 
in Vermont last month, got lost 
on th e freeway-a motorcycle gang 
behind her tumbled off the road, 
two airplanes, a satellite 
and a kite went off course. 
Yerman t'sall right she says, 
nice place to visit and all that, 
calls on me to tell the class 
the rules of semicolons 
whatever the devil they are, 
and I wish I had a whea tstraw hat 
or could vomit crooked pins. 
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Sarah Kirsch I Three Poems 

ICH BIN SEHR SANFT NENN 

I am very gen tle call 
me camomile 
my fingers are tender build 
churches in your hands my fingernails 
wingtips of angels caressing I am 
summer autumn even winter in spring 
I want to be for you You 
show me the land we go 
from lake to lake it takes 
a long happy life 
the fish are two 
birds build nests it 
is the same with us 

ICH IN DER SONNE DEINES STERBEMONATS 

I in the sun of the month of your death 

I in the open window 
I pursue the usual: dry 
freshly washed hair 

Swings fly 
past the corner of my eye, wasps 
stalk on rotting pears 
at the sight of white linen 
the laundry dog cries: it is still small 

Fly hair from my comb 
fly between gossamer 
black hair dead hair 
just parted from me 
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SUSS LANGT DER SOMMER INS FENSTER 

Sweet summer reaches into the window 
his hands spread like linden 
passing me honey and whirling blossoms, he 
makes me drowsy, casts curly vines of 
light and shade about my feet, I like to 
rest under him outside, the bowls 
from my heels his toes fill like ponds 
where my head rests my speedy friend 
upholsters the earth with fragrant herbs. with berries 
he stuffs my mouth , tiger s triped bumble bees 
hum the rhythm, beautiful pictures 
build up in the sky 
he embroiders my body with wild roses--1 would like 
not to lift my gaze from his blue 
were it not for the brothers 
with mines and bombs, young 
they want me to go, also my friend from the world-
1 deplore it, the last lines of 
what I write are of war 

Translations from the Cemzall by Inngard Elsner Hunt 
for Judy, Marjorie, and Patricia 
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Jolin Morgan / ThreePoems

THE NINE- SIDED CABIN 
forJoe Enzweiler

Why should I bore you with my infancy? 
the pool tables run, the porno collection, 
my brillant M.A. orals at the institute. --
Now I live alone in a wished-out cabin, 
where else but Alaska, where 
spinning my hopes among the evergreens 
I set down twelve foot posts 
to rest pine planks upon : and something else: 

I recall her laughter as the sheets 
ballooned over the bed. She said, 
"I love the way the bears 
recircle the sky at night 
like leaves on a pond, and how 
your glasses curve the light." 
She trailed a ten month's brat 
into our hutch. I loved them both 
but she could not abide 
the edges of my will. They stayed two years 
I think. The cabin holds her smell. 

Seasons drift. I age and soon comes winter. 
The sky's alight with a cold fire--
restless strands that loop and dip 
then stand off branching like a tree 
to hang a rope from or a man. 
These ridges, valleys, mountains 
accumulate my interest. Nothing 
warm remains. God damn this dark! 

In the first leaky light of ten a.m. 
I see two angels giddy with the skid 
of booze fall through the ice of a dream. 
I wake and count the tailings: shirts, 
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blankets, socks, four pairs of gloves, 
the bottle, and the stove that stokes my visions 
now that my woman's gone. And still 
I write. Her answers feed my doubt: 

"We came together much too close to sec." 
The winter creaks in passing. Ice - crystals 
in my beard --the purest load around. 
The snow is rotten scuz on an empty glass. 
At dusk I lug my carcass to the roof 
and stare across this far 
and scattered land , its rhythms 
moving close and then away. 

My happiness is sudden like a star. 

SMOKE 

Behind the house of a friend 
the earth fell away in sumac and weeds, 
and there, beneath the butcher's 
meat rack, the cigar store, the barber, 
in the ghost of a station 
on the old Putnam line, defunct, 
doors ripped off, booths and benches 
carted away, we'd 
leap from the platform, 
race up the flaking concrete steps 

and leap again. There 
in the men's room's hovering dark 
while our mothers went shopping 
above us, we'd pull down our jeans, 
piss on spiders and worms, 
and then run home. On the mantel 
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a blue plaster angel, one 
wing broken--what 
had he to do with that sunken archive 
where I leaped into my own? 

Later--it was Amalfi--1 was twelve, 
and on the saint's day, 
as we watched from the cliffside hotel , 
rockets and flares blew past 
and a luminous cream-coated band from Monte 
Carlo lit into Beethoven 's Fifth: 
oh, all that brassy fire! 
Next morning mother was sick, father 
obtuse, embarrassed , asked 
if I knew the word 'menstruation ... ? ' 

Was it then I first thought of the pool 
and the colored fish? That I'd 
grow up so soon, become myself 
a father, teacher of what I don't know , 
and what I was meant to be 
shoved aside. until 
this hand on my shoulder-is it anger?--
what shadowy thing? As though 
it was fire I'd believed in all along, 
the darkness within me gradually filling with smoke. 
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THE INLET: 

Dozens of the swans and geese 
launched on its tar-black surface . 
Sixteen tiny jellyfish 
slosh against the breakwater: these 
are all the vacations of 
my life I didn't know how to use . 

Behind me on the rise 
my wife and child 
move into sunlight. 
disappear. And in the South China 
Sea, all those thousands of 
bodies going to the bottom ... ! 

I am a way of looking 
up out of a mask 
encrusted with seaweed. One swan 
chases another for fifteen, 
twenty yards. A goose flaps and 
flaps, filling her 

wings with joy, but does not rise. 
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Sheila Nickerson I Three Poems 

DECEMBER WATCH: 3 A.M . 

I will rise like a monk 
before matins. A woman 
I do not know will lose 
her breast at dawn. (A 
mutual friend has phoned.) 
The blizzard closes in. 
I will watch with three 
rabbits in their hutch 
the ceremony of the cold. 
Somewhere a surgeon stirs 
in sleep beside a perfect 
wife. He does not dream 
the flesh he severs. Skin 
is always there, waiting, 
a patient, faceless thing. 
These rabbits, old pets, 
could freeze. I feed 
them cabbages and tender 
words and fix a screen 
against the hungry storm. 
If they lick each other's 
ears, those pink icicles 
might crack: but I cannot 
tell a thing that tries 
to live within this wind 
Not to look for warmth. 
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MODERN STORY 

One unknown day we crossed 
the border of childhood. 
Now in airports and phone booths 
we constantly check to see 

where we are. We remember 
houses we lived in and left, 
their scents: Nebraska, Iowa, 
New York . Once, over Billings, 

Montana, at 30,000 feet, I cried 
because of something said. No 
rancher looked up from a field to 
watch the course of tears caught 

in a plastic cup. In Chicago, 
where I left the plane, there 
was nothing to show, not even 
for the cleaning crew. I got 

into another plane, reached 
to touch the boundaries I 
could not: lands of childhood, 
lands of tears containerized. 

With this cargo of gypsy nations 
I rocketed at 550 mph over states 
straight as pages in a book, 
rem em bering geography, its shapes. 
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AT 4 A.M., TO THE ABSENT ONES, FISHING 

There is no weather report, 
No chart that can hold you safe. 
I wake with dreams of angry seas. 
My child also wakes, needs 
To be held. Next weather report 
At six; but you won't show up 
On the satellite map from 
23,000 miles out in your tiny boat 
Bought secondhand named Tiska, 
Which means , in Swedish, whisper. 
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This interview was conductedbyGregDivers, Linda
Schandelmeierand !farley Steinin Fairbanks
Alaska on March 28, I 980.

InterviewwWIT H RobertHedin

Interviewer
Can you begin hy talking a littleaboutwhy you write? 

Hedin
In some respects it's very simple: I love tinkering with 

words. I also realize that writing poetry is one of the few 
things that I do well , and that it is one or the few things that 
truly excites me. 

When I am working on a poem, I feel as though my whole 
world is capable or being ordered through language , that for 
a moment or two everything is clear and defined I am in 
touch with a part of myself that I didn't know existed. 

In some ways, I look upon writing as anthropological. 
Wilen I finish a poem, I have a beautiful sense or awe for a 
moment. It's the same awe the first human must have relt 
when he stepped out or the slough and looked around. 

But there are so many reasons why I sit with a poem now 
that I llesitate to be too specific. It is possible, I think , to 
understand something so well that you end up destroying it. 

Interviewer 
Other poets such as Theodore Roethkc also speak of that 
moment of awe. Would you elaborate? 

Hedin 
When he finished his poem, "The Dance," Roethke said 

he could feel the spirit of W .B. Yeats in the room. I've never 
fe lt that Luxury, never felt Yeats or anybody. But I have 
glimpsed a sense of community where the language and the 
world are one and the same. I suspect this is not unique to 
poetry, but common in all the arts. 

Interviewer 
Could you explain this further? 
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Hedin 
As a poem develops, it will develop away from the writer. 

In the initial stages it's comparable to the gestation period 
of a child . The poet slowly gives birth to the poem, and as 
the poem is refined and eventually made to stand on its 
own, it's like the child who is venturing away from the parent. 
Pretty soon the poet has absolutely no control over the poem. 
The words begin to take on meanings the poet never thought 
existed before. 

As I was saying, I think you can extend this in an anthro-
pological way. The way in which a poem develops is not much 
different from the development of man and culture . Starting 
from the most primitive stages, the poem slowly develops 
through each draft until there is a beautiful social order to 
the words. Every word and syllable have a role , and they all 
get along together. 

Interviewer 
Have you been writing for a long time? 

Hedin 
I have been writing seriously since 1971 when I first 

arrived in Fairbanks. I don't consider what I wrote prior to 
1971 , or even prior to 1973 for that matter, as anything 
worthwhile. And it is questionable whether anything since 
1973 is legitimate. 

Interviewer 
John Haines mentions a moment when he was sitting above 
the Tanana River and said to himself, I'm going to be a poet. 
Did you experience a moment like that? 

Hedin 
No, but I can remember a great stirring of curiosity when 

I was in high school. when a teacher played recordings of some 
of Cummings' poems and Lindsay's "The Congo." She 
remarked to the class that in one Cumming's poem the rhythm 
was off in one line, and I remember thinking what a remark-
able ear this lady must have had. And with the Lindsay 
poem I recall being awed by that beautiful, though somewhat 
clumsy, rhythm. That particular day is firmly implanted in 
my mind. 
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In terviewer
Did you read poetry when you were young? 

Hedin 
No. Thinking back, I was never much of a reader until 

I discovered poetry . And that came late, at about the age 
of twenty. 

Interviewer

As a beginning poet was there anyone whom you imitated 
consciously or unconsciously? Anyone you read a great deal? 

Hedin 
Perhaps influence is a better word here than imitation. 

After I came to Alaska, there were three poets I read almost 
constantly: Margaret Atwood, AI Purdy. and John Haines. 
Probably the main reason I read them was because they each 
gave me a sense of where I was, of my geographical where-
abouts. They all deal with the north in different ways. They 
were teachers for me. Their poems became good friends, 
and I'm grateful to these three poets. 

And for the two years in France , I read only Kenneth 
Rexroth and Philip Levine. And some of it shows up in my 
work. There is no doubt of that. In some respects, a nod 
to another writer is a healthy thing, I think. 

Interviewer 
Do you still read those three poets? 

Hedin 
I haven't picked any of them up in a long time. For 

some reason I go through a natural process: I read some-
body and become greatly involved, and then I end up trying 
to work my understanding of the poet out in prose. I have 
learned over the years that when the last stage occurs I will 
no doubt put that poet away. I have come to terms with him, 
and in a sense I have come to terms with something in me, 
and feel the urge to move on. 

Interviewer 
When you are working on a poem, do you keep on reading? 
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Hedin 
When I am really cooking on a poem, I will rarely read 

anyone. I'm always reading poetry and 1 always have a 
stack of books close to my desk. But when I'm working 
hard, very rarely will another writer interrupt my 
concentration. 

Interviewer
Wallace Stevens talked about the necessity of a poet to rL'ad. 
Could you talk more on intluencc? 

Hedin 
I think it is very important for a poet to be intlucnced by 

some other writer. I'm suspicious of anyone who hasn't 
taken on another poet's voice for a while. In a sense, it's 
almost a defiance of tradition, even of one's own personal 
heritage. As you can see, 1 am a firm believer in the appren-
ticeship system. I've been fortunate to find some excellent 
teachers who have taught me to be patient with the language. 

Interviewer 
In the sense of tradition, how do you see poetry developing? 
And do you see a dividing point in this century where poetry 
has taken off in another direction? 

Hedin 
1 don't think I can honestly answer your first question 

right now. Probably in another 40 years I will venture out 
on the limb. 

As far as a dividing point in this century is concerned, I 
really don't see much of one. There have certainly been 
stylistic changes, but I think they are all steps in the 
evolutionary chain. For me the biggest changes are in sen-
sibility. the honest gropings by our poets toward some kind 
of understanding of what it means to live in the twentieth 
century. What they've found for the most part will not 
bolster the spirit. But the search has been a real one. So, 
for me, the stylistic changes are almost immaterial. It is 
what is happening underneath the words that interests me. 

Interviewer 
That's an interesting point. What is happening in poetry 
today? 
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!Iedin 
It's extremely complex because so many outlets for 

publishing poems exist today. Many of the poems I do see 
in magazines are, I think, surprisingly poorly written. 
There's not enough patience spent on either the language 
or the emotion that generated the poem in the first place . 
Some of the blame can be placed squarely upon the poet's 
shoulders. But I think that much of the problem is 
cultural: as a society we arc losing our sense of concentration. 
Almost any sustained vision is viewed with suspicion or 
cynicism. Culture and language arc pretty much one and 
the same, and when there is a change in one, the other will 
be a ffectcd. 

Interviewer 
So you seea great change in the language? 

Hedin
Yes, a big one. The American language is so adaptable. All 

the great adaptations in the language have originated out of a 
firm sense of place. The changes I see now are born in New 
York and are tied to the mass media. All the dialects , so pure 
and reflective of a certain locality , are dying out in favor of a 
homogenized tongue. It's sad, and certainly something with 
which poetry will have to contend. 

Interviewer 
Do you think there should be more political poems written? 

Hedin 
Oh, I do. America is far too apolitical it its poetry. Only 

during the Viet Nam War were there some honest attempts. 
But for the most parts I think those attempts failed. They 
focused only on the minute. They were shots at the govern-
ment for the most part, rather than being dealings with the 
class struggle. 

Interviewer 
Why aren't you writing any? 

Hedin 
Something is stirring; I have to grow up a bit more. What 

usually happens is that I become upset over something or 
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other and will write about it five years later. 

Interviewer 
Can we switch tracks and talk some about writer's block and 
how you work out of it? 

Hedin 
I've had two blocks. The first lasted from 197 5-1977, 

and it was a horrendous thing, very scary. I still have no 
definite idea of why it occurred. I suspect it was tied to the 
publication of Snow Country, and also to the fact that I was 
down in Sitka too long and had simply run out of things to 
say for a while. I am just now getting out of another one 
that has lasted about a year. I've accumulated lines and 
stanzas and drafts, but they've not amounted to much. This 
last time I was not overly worried , and the important thing 
is that I seemed to understand it a bit more. 

Interviewer 
During the time of the writer's block, did you try to work 
yourself out of it? 

Hedin 
You mean down in Sitka? Yes, and I realized the more 

I struggled with it, the greater my inability with words 
became. That was the sad thing about it. l learned a great 
deal from that experience. There is a time, I think, when 
the heart and mind race ahead, trying to generate new things. 
The hands should be quiet. Just like a good field, the human 
should lay fallow for a while . 

Actually the poem, ''Sloughing," helped get me out of 
the block. For some reason, perhaps because it is primordial 
and subterranean, the poem unlocked the door. 

Sloughing (for George) 

Back herein tlze bottomlands 
The sloughs lie flat 
As hides. breathing quietly 
Among dead trees 
And reeds. It is June 
And almost fifteell years 
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Since westripped
Andwadedinto those warm

Lungs,drifting among turtles 
andsunfishill whatwas dying
Or deador havingto grow
Simple to survive And
What I remembermost

Was howyoustood there 
Knee-deep in the smoke
Offthewater naked and wet
With algae, thatold rotted 
Shell you 'd ji und
Liftedillto the cold light 
Like a horn, that whitestrand
Of fish-eggsstrung down
Drippillg from your neck like seeds. 

Interviewer 
Is "Sloughing" a collage. you might say. of all the 
experiences you and your friend had in the sloughs around 
the Mississippi? 

Hedin 
Yes, I think so. The prime metaphor in the poem is the 

lungs. The sloughs are breathing; they've been steaming 
almost forever. The person in the poem rises out of the lungs, 
much like the actual poem does. At the same time he rises 
out of the memory and by implication out of the first-world. 

One of the reasons why I like "Sloughing" is because the 
vision in the poem is not much different than that of Snow 
Country. Stylistically, I'm a very slow writer. I'll try things 
which for me are very adventuresome but which for other 
writers are just walks around the block. I attempted in 
"Sloughing" to make all the words float. So I put all the 
punctuation, except for the period at the end, in the middle. 
This forced me to fiddle with a new line-break , one that I 
find visually appealing. The commas and such do not weigh 
the poem down on the right side like they do in so many of 
my other poems. 

Interviewer 
Did that poem take a long time to write? 
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Hedin 
Oh, it did. About a month . 

Interviewer 
Did you get a whole sense or it at the beginning?

Hedin 
r wrote it in pieces. For quite a numberofyears I've been

writing poe ms backwards. I will get some sense or what I 
wish to say, and all ofa sudden the ending will pop out. 
Then snatches of the middle come, and the last thing I will do 
is write the beginning. Beginnings scare the willies out or me.
Perhaps, it's because I am trying to convince the reader to 
read my poem, and I've always been poor at convincing. 

interviewer 
Did you write " Rattlesnake Bluff" that way? 

Hedin 
Originally , "Rattlesnake Bluff" was around 60 lines and it 

dealt with an old woman sitting on a loveseat. If I remember, 
she was holding a shotgun , waiting for the snakes to come 
down off the bluff. Finally , after much failure, I asked myself 
why as a writer I needed to take such an objective stance. So 
I started again in the first person plural , and immedia te ly 
felt better about it all. For m e, there are problems in th e 
poe m , but there is a precision in both language and image 
that I like. 

Rattlesnake Bluff 

That night th e lack of rain brought them 
Down off th e bluff, 
All we saw was the grass 
Fluttering where we'd burned, 
And occasionally in the hot flashes 
Of light, a long body stretched out off the porch 
Shimmering in the dew. And the next morning 
Wh en we found the hens dead 
In the yard, the froth 
On the cows udder, 
The skin wrapped like jewelry 
Around the cold jars of preserves, 
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Youloaded thegunand we climbed half-way up
Thehugeslope,leading each other around
Until foundone
As thick asour \\'rists. 
So sluggish if could onlydive once

:l/1(1 miss.Andwhenyoupulled
Andits head flewofflike a bottlecap,
What littlewaterthe earth hadgil'(' // up
Was only goodforcooling 
Our handsforwiping
Thelongbladeafterthe rattles were loose

In t erviewer
In light of what you say about endings, what part of this 
poemdo you consider the ending?

Hedin
The whole part beginning with the bottlccap image. That 

all came out in a matter of 20 seconds or so. I was very lucky. 

In t erv iewer 
Do you only work on one poem at a time? 

Hedin 
I only work on one at a time. do make lists and quick 

drafts to aid the memory . The notebooks I have been keep-
ing for the last several years are invaluable, but illegible . 

I firmly believe one's writing schedule is comparable to 
the rhythm of a poem. I was in such a nice writing rhythm 
in France that I could tell you exactly when the poem was 
going to be written: anywhere from II a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. 
I'd begin writing at 9 and work until 11, and as soon as that 
magical time came my hand would start moving. This would 
happen every morning until the poem was finished. It was 
uncanny. 

Interviewer 
You say you're deliberate . Is that another way of saying 
you 'rc a perfectionist? 

Hedin 
Yes, I am a terrible perfectionist about it all. I will prob-

ably go to my grave tinkering with some poem. 
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Interviewer 
Do you ever write in public places, in a restaurant for 
example? 

Hedin 
No, I have never been able to do that . I'm the kind who 

needs complete seclusion. When I am hard at work on a 
poem, I am nearly monkish about it all. It may be that in 
writing a poem I am actually working toward a certain kind 
of privacy. It's the same privacy a safe-cracker needs. 

interviewer 
Could you talk briefly about "Houdini?" 

Hedin 
I've often thought of the poem, "Houdini," as a depiction 

of the imagination , what it does in the course of writing a 
poem. Tricky Harry is a very slippery creature. He can escape 
out of anything. And, though it 's not in the poem, I suspect 
he could even find his way out of death. The imagination 
offers the same luxury and, through the tum of language , 
allows one to escape from any circumstance. 

interviewer 
What are your favorite poems? 

Hedin 
I guess if I had to choose I would pick "Snow Country" 

and "Waiting for Trains at Col d' Aubisque." There is an 
almost boyish curiosity about the narrator in "Snow Country" 
that I find appealing. And what he glimpses, that strange 
world in flux on top of the mountain, struck something deep 
in me. It was almost as though every poem I had written 
earlier was a mere exercise in preparation for the writing of 
this poem. 

In "Waiting for Trains at Col d' Aubisque," there is a 
sentimental quality for sure, but the poem rises out of that 
to speak about something larger. It was th e first poem, 
I think , where I concentrated upon another human being 
and was able to gain some kind of success out of it. 

Interviewer 
Was there a certain part in "Waiting for Trains" out of which 
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the whole poem sprung? 

Hedin
Yes. the poembegan to form around the lines: "Whose

ski n will never feel as wet Or as wanted as it is/ By all this 
ralll. There is somethingin the rhythm there that I like. 
And maybe il has something to do with the "s sounds there
too. At any rate,the wholepoem seemedto slide from that
point on. 1n fact I wrote the last lines in one shot. Thinking 
back. I was experimenting in my own way and wanted to see
how much [ could revolve aro und that boy without the whole 
poem deflating.

In terviewer
That is interesting because both those poems you mentioned
reach that evolutinarystage you talked about earlier.

Hedin
One of the things I pride myself on in SnowCountry is that 

there is not one death in the book. So much or it is like an 
Escherprint where everything is constantly evolving. And I 
guess the title poem is the best example or that. But in 
At the Home-Altar there's more of an acceptance. a willing-
ness to reside in the tragedy of the age . and not in the imagi-
nation . Consequently. it is a more somber book. I forced
myself in At the Home-Altar to forsake craft once in a while 
for what I felt to be more important things. I do think. 
howeve r, the poems have a better technique about them 
than those in Sno\\' Country The poems are longer. and 
have a patienceabout them that 1 like. 

Interviewer
How did living in France affect your writing? 

Hedin
France offered a rare perspective in many things. I doubt 

if 1 will ever have such an opportunity again. Not often is a 
person given the time to write full-time for two years. I was 
able to get into a comfortable writing rhythm and had the 
opportunity to think about little but poetry . The French 
in some ways seem closer to the earth and 1 grew to love 
them genuinely as a people. I would go so far as to say they 
are almost burdened by the earth. It's something we 
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Americans lost quite a while ago. 

In terviewer
Do you ever want to go back to the Midwest and write? 

Hedin
Almost everyday. Yes every day. 

Interviewer
You grew up along the Mississippi River. Do you think 
that accounts for so much of the water imagery in your 
poems? 

He din
It probably goes back to Sitka where the rain was a regen-

erative element. It rains there nearly every day of the year. 
In fact, I can remember one October the island received 
thirty inches of rain. Then, over in France, my family and 
I lived in the foothills of the Pyrenees. There, much to our 
dismay, it poured as much as it did in Sitka. I can still recall 
standing at the border of Spain, looking back into France at 
the dark thunderheads that collected a round the mountains. 
It was about that time I began to look upon the rain as a 
condition under which we all live. And it was that condition 
that came out in At the Home-Altar. 

Interviewer
How do you feel about the breath in a poem? Your poetry 
is filled with breathing images.

Hedin 
Though it may not come out this way on the page, I look 

upon each line as a unit of breath. In fact, a poem as a whole 
should work the way the lungs work. In some poems I can 
actually hear the lines and stanzas breathing as though they 
were all alive. From here, I don't think it's too big a jump to 
start talking about the earth, the rhythm of the tides and such. 
How a poem breathes aligns us with things much greater. 
When we breathe the line or the poem itself, we are experienc-
ing what the world goes through every day. 
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REVIEWS 

At the Home-Altar. By Robert Hedin. (Port Townsend, Washington 
98368: Copper Canyon Press , 197 8. 38 pages. $16 cloth) 

Perhaps the first thing the reader will notice about Robert Hedin's 
second book, At the Home-Altar, is the strength of language. The images 
are vivid and finely controlled, and it is obvious that the poet has been 
patient with the language. 

Unlike Hedin's first book, Snow Country, this collection is not 
rooted in the north. The poems set in France , Alaska, Minnesota, 
and Africa could take place anywhere because it is the narrator's interior 
landscape which assumes prime importance. 

Because of this, some may call At the Home Altar confessional. 
Certainly the tone is personal , even private. But this quality is necessary 
because the personae of the poems confront themselves--their humanness--
over and over again. If there is one unifying theme in this book it is that 
of the isolation and separateness of the individual. 

This is evident in one of the most powerful poems of the book 
(which appeared in permafrost 5 , Spring 1979), "Waiting for Trains at 
Col d'Aubisque." In this poem, a small sheepherder's boy has brought 
his father's coffin down from the hills and is waiting with it at the train 
station: 

For if this boy, the young dark-eyed Basque 
From Cold 'Aubisque 
Whose skin will never again feel as wet 
Or as wanted as it is 
By all this rain, 
If this small boy would talk 
He would say we've stood all night 
At these windows for nothing, 
And that even ifthe morning comes 
And we step out into the cold light, 
Finding the world no better or worse 
And ourselves still wanting 
To be filled with its presence, 
The words we've waited all night to say 
We will have to tum into breath 
And use to warm our hands. 

Perhaps the isolation of the boy is so strong because we all have "stood 
all night/ At these windows for nothing" ourselves. There is something 
common about the experience and the emotion is sincere. The integrity 
of emotion in this poem is not unusual, it is a feature of all of Hedin's 
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work. 
Many poems in this book deal with powerful forces which threaten 

to overwhelm man. When this occurs, a descent into the self often results, 
followed by a kind of self-examination and an ascent back into the world , 
even though it is usually an ascent without applause--an arrival like 
Houdini's (in the poem of the same name) to 

.. . only the night 
And a buoy sloshing in the blue. 

Death in these poems is ever present . but the important thing is not 
death or even the grief associated with death, but rather the manner in 
which the narrator accepts it. In "TheKelp-cutters"two divers return to 
the surface to find their boat gone . The death of one of the divers is 
accepted calmly by his partner: 

Joe, I could do nothing 
But ride with the kelp 
Into dawn, rocking 
In the cold slate 
Listening to myself pump 
The damp night full of breath. 

Even when the poet is faced with his own death, the mood is one of calm 
acceptance rather than despair. as in "At Betharram "

And the farther I go 
The more I want it like this in the end--
The earth empty, 
My lantern going out in the cold, 

The heart slows and beats 
As calmly as the water 
That never stops, 
That I hear 
Far down in the caves, 
Dripping for miles through stone. 

The feeling that our separateness from one another in the world is more 
difficult to accept than death prevails. The poet seems to be saying that 
our inability to communicate our important emotions is the hardest thing 
to accept. 

In spite of this, At the Home-Altar is not a depressing book. The 
careful attention to language enables the poems to flow down the page . I 
can't resist quoting from "Rattlesnake Bluff" to illustrate: 
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When we found the hens dead 
In the y ard, the froth 
On the cow's udder, 
The skin wrapped like jewelry 
Around the cold jars of preserves 

We believe the poet because he is such a craftsman, because each poem 
in this book adds to the effect of the next one. This is a fine book . One 
worth owning. 

Linda Schandelmeier 
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Songs of the Pine-Wife. By Sheila Nickerson. (Port Townsend, Washin g-
ton .98368: Copper Canyon Press. 52 pages. $4.00) 

Studies of the brain and nervous system suggest that human 
sy nesthesia arises from the mixin g of differing sensory signals in the brain 
before perception of those signals has become conscious. In Sheila 
Nickerson's fine new sequence of lyric poems, Songs of the Pine-Wife, a 
variety of such ordinarily pre-conscious, synesthetic perceptions are re -
shaped, so that they move in a slow, sweeping progression into something 
like mythic states of nature. However, the movement does not stop here, 
but continues, stret ching toward what I can only weakly label a unified 
state of grace. 

Poem 12 begins this way: 

A seal's cry has lain against my leg, 
Newborn, to slip away in fog. 

Once more I swell with birth, 
My belly now a continent 
Encircled by the currents of the sea. 

Here is the en tire text of poem 2: 

Where do the seals sleep 
This night of frozen fog? 
I have followed out 
As far as sound can reach-
Their soughing under clouds, 
Their whooshing after moon. 
No moon-wife, but pine-wife, 
Married long to rooted things, 
I climb the stairs I must, 
Shedding sound like clothes. 
If you would take me naked, 
Come; already I have dived 
To phosphorescent depths 
At the cliff's dark edge, 
The end of frozenness: the start. 

A mystical, almost religious quality runs through these poems, 
a quality that helps them slip from the grasp of critical analysis. Yet 
Alaska's poet-laureate does not sentimentalize the journey she paints. 
The opening poem of the collection holds these lines: 
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Beware. There is no way out 
And terrible births take place . .. 
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There is no return, 
No smile 
On the faces of the totems. 

Poem 32 begins this way : 

Faces carved in the forest fall. 
The silvery waters to Wrangell 
Crack, the back of a mirror 
Faceless as f og. 
Hydrography fails. 
We are left divining a flotsam 
Of lost expeditions, 
The log of our birth 
Written in spume. 

Poem 27 depicts the bleakness of "The long wet camp/ Of marriage," 
and poem 36 contains these lines: 

Climb ladders into rain 
Hoisting metal through low cloud: 
The house you build this autumn storm 
Will bend with tears . ... 
Each wall will hold a diagram 
For ways through deaths of rain. 

As these excerpts suggest, Songs of the Pine-Wife is a well-unified 
body of poems. The nameless ghost of Daphne forms the structure under-
lying the sequence , but--just as Nickerson refuses to speak that archetypal 
name within the poems--there is no elitism, never a hint of mere academic 
exercise here. These are poems of passion, passion most often trans-
muted into a pure peace and wisdom, as in poem 37: 

Gold trees and silver snow: 
This day has leapt, 
Bright-scaled fish, 
From depths of cloud 
When all our nets 
Are put away. 

There is originality, too, as well as a reshaping of the archetype. What 
we see is not quite the virginal young Daphne of the chase, nor the safely 
transformed laurel tree of stage two , but Daphne-as-"pine-wife," at once 
mother, lover, and subtle destroyer. From the closing stanzas of poem 4: 
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My voice is the raven, 
A call you ignore. 
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The dayundresses beforeyou, 
Snowy foldsvf the Chi/kat 
Close as a cast 
Over the flesh of the sea. 

Lnvk back, 
Green booted one. 
Look back beforedrowning. 

From poem 6 comes these lines: 

You think me constant,
Husband and children. 
But I mournlike the huovs at sea 
And I would be carved as a ship . ... 
Wlwteverfeeds on my being, I love,
But I dream one voyage alone--
Unbarnacledwhale do\\'n to the depths 
Of shipwreck: whiterest. 

The mid-section of poem 7 goes like this: 

A carver would knowme. 
But I slip each day from your clasp. 
Alone in a clothingofmist. 
1 am claimedby the woods. 

In poem 8. the subtly unfaithful pine-wife has become true "changeling." 
with "no need. now·· for ''tht- chrysalis of clothes." Finally. in poem 9, 
the pine-wife's spiritual journey begins: 

The poetry of water 
Will hold our weight.
The ruoted ones can cross . ... 
Set sail. The woods unfurl. 

Thus, there is a central paradox (of movement within stasis) con-
tained by this structure, and Songs of the Pine-Wife does not attempt a 
recital of ordinary human experience--though the sequence deals fairly ex-
plicitly with common sensory perceptions and emotions, with love. 
loneliness, pregnancy, sexual passion, death and rebirth. The poems are 
never really confessional either, except perhaps in the veiled sense of 
emotional metaphor. Nickerson instead speaks of female life--and the life 
of the human spirit--with a voice firmly "rooted" (a favorite image of the 
series) in nature's own symbols. There is an unusual, transcendent 
authority to this voice, as in the closing lines of poem 11: 

My mouth opens up into leaves, 
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The last, the only tongue. 

If there is anything approaching a full-scale weakness here, it seems 
to me to lie in a reversal of the collection's central strength--that strongly 
female and even more strongly transcendent voice of the poet. This voice 
occasionally leads Nickerson into an elevated tone, a faintly archaic use 
of personification and apostrophe. as in poem 9: "'Come, boatman of 
the wind; I Prophecy and priesthood I Set sail.'' Doggedly "'realistic" 
readers may be less attracted than those given to a love of fantasy. For 
Nickerson is a romantic, by inclination and by choice. She refuses to 
ignore (or deny the validity of) her own most exalted perceptions. re-
fuses to see her own visions as mere scientific examples of repressed 
physicality. like Scrooge's "bit of undigested pork." 

In fact, Nickerson chooses never to repress the spirit (a fact some 
readers may dislike), yet she does not see this choice as an inherent rejec-
tion of either mind or body. Poem 42 contains these stanzas: 

Wearing moonlight from room to room
I count the breathing beds. 
Guard and yet no guard, 
I come with milk 
And hands that need no light. 
The youngest wants to nurse, 
The oldest to be young . ... 

I pace the province of my blood . ... 
Cold floor at midnight 
Is the only deed. 

Nickerson herself views Songs of the Pine-Wife as "a sequence quite dif-
ferent from a collection," saying that the poems were written largely be-
tween "late December 1973 and October 1974, during a pregnancy-and-
birth period.'' (Nickerson's youngest child was born in September 1974.) 

Thus. Nickerson pulls the hoardings of her subconscious mind in to 
consciousness here just as fatefully as she has allowed her persona's body 
to become an ordinary tool of life. But she then takes that further step 
which chooses to see the strength and simple goodness sometimes adhering 
to such fated choices. Poem 16 begins like this: 
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Spindle to wet winds, 
Mute anemologist, 
I gather history 
In my anns. 
Events rest here 
In scars and lumps, 
A tender radius 
Cut sometimes by sun. 
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Such choices seem. to me . especially boldones choices that dare, as in 
Poem39 to

pick up mybasketofstraps
Words I wouldmake intolore
And continuenorth. ll! ' the c ''01/ 

Nickerson understands the risks she hastaken Songs of the Pine Wife
in an L'dition designed and beautifully executed by Sam Hamill and Tree
Swenson of CopperCanyon Press doeswith these lines.

Finallv, I say taste: 
Mybloodis salt anocean thatyoucross. 
Yourkeel scrapes my shallows
But I have rolled away.
I wait, with whales, thereacross the bay
Their spoutingair myradar . 
Clear againsl the migratorycoast. 

J ean Anderson 

Wheat Among Bones. By Mary Baron. (New York: Sheep Meadown 
Press , 1979. 94 pages. $4.95 paper; $9.95 hardbound) 

Wheat Among Bones is Mary Baron's second book of poetry in five 
years. Her first, Lettersfor the New England Dead (Boston: David R. 
Godine Publisher , 1974) was selected to be number four in the First 
Godine Poetry Chapbook Series . In both poetic form and subject matter, 
Wheat Among Bones represents a substantial ad vance over Letters for the 
New EnglandDead. 

Wheat Among Bones is divided into six sections: Wheat Among 
Bones. Examinations, Brood Bitch : the Penelope poems. Lines for a 
Critic. and The Lesson of John. The poems themselves were written over 
a span of eleven years. with about ninety percent having been written be-
tween 1974 and 1979 in various regions of the country --New England, the 
Midwest , the Rockies, and Alaska. 

1l1e first section, Wheat Among Bones, containing nine poems, is 
one of the strongest in the book. Beginning with ·'Christening," where 
the poet describes herself as a "Soldier of Christ /gone AWOL, somewhere 
in Ohio," this section explores the rootless soul, severed from childhood, 
religion, and self. for whom suicide becomes the natural physical comple-
ment to spiritual non-existence. The section ends, however , with the 
hopeful. visionary, "Wheat Among Bones," title poem of the book: 
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I dream I walk among my bones 
under vast ribs arching like trees 
until, in underground caverns, I come 
to gardens, vast fields of flowers 
winter wheat, supple and green among the bones. 

Baron has transformed the Renaissance emblem for hope, a sprig of 
wheat growing between crossed bones, into a personal emblem for spir-
itual growth--a growth that takes into account, but is not dependent 
upon, survived anguish . 

The second section, Examinations, does exactly that. Incorporat-
ing an unusual poetic format , that of the essay exam--only with the 
answers first and the questions last, this section examines the sources of 
the self and the poet. Consisting of only five poems, this section is in-
triguing , but not consistently successful. For example, "Question 4: 
old times ," while impressive for its honesty , is too dependent on word 
play: 

Why did you marry, Mary? 

In fear 
and recognition of flight. 

"Question 3: old wallpapers," on the other hand , contains both the 
elements of surprise and recognition that make a poem work: 

I was three. 
The living room was full of chairs, 
a couch, black, with little flowers. 
The wall paper was pink 
with feathers floating down. 

Upstairs, right overhead, 
my mother 's room 
blue 
with feathers floating--up ? 

I walked the stairs for hours, 
searching for the bleeding place 
the magic blur 
the sky-blue-pink 
between the floors. 

What taught you metaphor? 

Section Three, Brood Bitch: the Penelope poems, contains fifteen 
poems told from the double points of view of Penelope and the poet. 
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Penelope is in Ithaca . waiting for Odysseus and warding off the suitors, 
weaving herself and her future into her shroud. The poet is in the Mid-
west. weaving into her poems her self and her future. which becomes the 
same future as Penelope 's--agrowing awareness that she loves another man 
and that her love for her hu sband has died. Through her imagining of 
Penelope's dilemma. the poet is able to understand her own and to act 
upon it. Her identification with Penelope becomes so complete that at 
one point the poet experiences a kind of "Double Vision": 

Penelope oppresses me I possesses me 
pursues me through 
this Midwest town. 
Her life beats at the back of my skull, 
flickers on the backs of my eyes 
until everything I see 
is d uuble I half Penelope
until I am in Ithaca working her loom, 
she walking down this street 
muttering my words. 

As one might expect , many of the poems in this section are love poems 
of one sort or another, detailing the initial fears of new love through the 
celebration of love to a determination to commit oneself to it, whatever 
the cost--"Penelope ... wraps herself in the shroud. and leaves." 

Section Four. Close to Center, the longest section in the book. 
contains eighteen poems. Having come through the examination of her 
childhood and, with Penelope. the examination of her love impulses, the 
poet is now indeed close to center , or rather, close to centering herself 
with another person. All of the poems in this section are love poems, 
dealing, in chronological sequence, with physical separation and then a 
permanent reunion. Perhaps because this section is longer, or perhaps 
because it is more difficult to sustain intensity in a series of love lyrics, 
this section is considerably more uneven than the previous three. Some 
of the poems, particularly "Farewell Poem ," "Green," "Close to Center ," 
"Act of Faith," and "In Home Waters," are lovingly expressive. Others , 
like "Souvenir ," "Love Letter," and "The Child I Want" seem perfunc-
tory or self-indulgent. 

The last two sections, Lines for a Critic and The Lesson of John, 
are less thematically integrated to the rest of the work . Lines for a Critic, 
containing ten poems, deals with a variety of personal experiences, from 
the birth of a child to the death of a mother. All but three of these 
poems are reprinted from Letters for the New England Dead, and it is 
apparent that these poems are older; lines, images, line breaks, and 
punctuation are all more formal--and more formulaic . Baron's New Eng-
land literary heritage, particularly Dickinson and Robinson , is more 
apparent here, and while the poems are nicely conceived, they're not 
as interesting in form or as experimental in subject matter as the poems in 
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the first half of the book. 
The final sectiion. The Lesson of John , contains, for the most part, 

poems about poets , poetry , and the teaching of poetry . With the ex-
ception of four poems, these (seventeen in all) are recent. Some of the 
best poems in this section are poems for students; "Talking to a student." 
''Ash Wednesday poem for loved students," and ·'Introduction to 
poe try," which asserts that "the claw that touches ground is poetry." 

All in all, Mary Baron's Wheat Among Bones is a notable achieve-
ment. Baron has taken the traditional lyric form and used it to identify 
"old horrors," to examine quiet desperation, and to celebrate love and 
poetry. The experiences are common; the expression is singular. 

Cynthia Walker 

ET CETERA No. 14. Published and edited by John Yarnrus. :2988 
Wilson School Lane, Sinking Spring, Pennsylvania, 19608. Late 1979
27 pages. Single copies, $2. Per year (about three issues), $6 . 

ETCETERA is a ''little magazine" of poetry and reviews published 
quarterly by John Yamrus of Pennsylvania; often two issues will be com-
bined under one cover. 

Yamrus has devoted himself (andhis cash--for this is one of many 
magazines totally unsupported by grants) for several years to publish 
''the best poetry I can lay my hands on." He tends to publish the same 
coterie in issue after issue : Will Inman , Allan Burgis , Gerald Locklin . 
But this is hardly a drawback , because these are all excellent poets, 
widely published elsewhere. 

ETCETERA has gradually grown, over the years , out of its early 
printing problems--offset reproduction that was so light of imprint it was 
hard to read, and haphazard cover art and binding--into a mature, attrac-
tive magazine which uses old photos on the cover and is professionally 
printed. 

The taste of the editor has generally remained the same. Yamrus is 
a fan of Kerouac and of a spontaneous, largely unrevised method of writ-
ing that often deals with early morning vigils and beery epiphanies. 
Yamrus' own poems are of this sort, and this is the kind of poem he 
often chooses to print. Nevertheless, Yamrus also chooses to print very 
sophisticated and obviously carefully revised poems such as Ron Terra-
nova's "Pessimist and Optimist Pitted Against Each Other in Arm Wrest-
ling," translations of the Italian poems of Alberto Vitacchio and Carla 
Bertola, the interpenetrating worlds (Zen fashion) of Inman, ("i tell you 
there's a word in the navelgrape of god/ I will suck that word till it sprouts 
me/ a true tongue") , and D. H. Lloyd 's surrealistic "Chelsea Bookstore." 
And occasionally even the bars tool poertry spins itself a nugget of truth , 
as in Graham Syke's "Question:" 
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Drinking myselfsober in a bar 
somehwere in Leeds, 
is it m erelv that myfather's hair 
has .finished growing in the coffin
or is there som ething else 
which twists itself around myankles. 
somethingdeeper 
whichhasdrunkitselfto life? 

Contributor~ to ET CETERA often have in common the notion
that any slang no matter how direct or sexual , can be usedin a poem
Gerald Locklin feels free to use "Pissme off"in a poem whose titlr in-
cludes the jargon term, "Tauromachia." D. H.Lloyd punson the word 
"screw" and Kathy Brady\ persona wake, up every morning nauseated
and goes downstairs to "puke" ill her mother-in-law's bathroom The
poets invariably usc such words to be t ru e to life , rather than to impress
or shock consequent ly thl' usage strikes the reader as refreshingrather 
than annoying

EtCeterais a magazine to watch a magazine that doesnot print 
poemssolely because of the "rep" of the poe ts , a magazinein tune with 
the times. 

Ann Chandonnet 

A Chugach A/hum and of Youth. By Ru ben Gaines. (Available from the 
author , 2205 Boniface no.43, Anchorage, Alaska. 1979 .) 64 pages . 

Ruben Gaines is a former Poet Laureate of Alaska, a long time 
radio journalist a cartoonist and authorof countlesschapbooks of verse 
and poetry, best known among the verse being his legends of Chilkoot 
Charlie (his own creation a sort of bumbling Bunyanof the No rth). 

A Chugach Album and of Youth is a handsomehook. in two parts-
the first . sketches of Achorage/Alaska life ; the second musings on 
youth. both memoriesof Gaines own childhood and meditations on 
children he encounters (" Beach Child," "Newspaper Girl'') , perhaps 
imagines ("Snow Keeper" ), o r rem em hers from his own youth ("The 
Heart Picke r" ) . "Comfort " is perhaps the best of this second sec tion . 

Gaines' language is taut and carefully chosen but rarely strikingly 
original. Occasionally his images leap into uniqueness, as in a desc rip-
tion of youthful shouts : " they kanga rood' away/ to nothingness" 
("Echoes"). 

Gaines' poems are generally short (28 lines or less), and the lines 
themselves are short (4 to 6 words or syllables, most often 5). Neither 
rhyme nor meter , few metaphors, fewer similes. His is a spare style. 
carefully worded postcards from a cold landscape: a visitation of ravens , 
a sense of spring in the air (''news, still pending"), an invasion by thun-
derheads that seem palpable, permanent. 
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Gaines envies the creatures of the Alaskan wild . the hawk ("Point 
of View") who seems free of earth's cares, the bear ("First Bear Track") 
who symbolizes ·'abundant life ,/ not far behind ," the grizzly ("A Vagrant 
Thought who catches salmon with what seems "a huge indifference'· 
but is really eons of instinct plus months of practice. 

These fifty.nine poems are what they are: observations. "vagrant 
thoughts," descriptions, coincidences noted, simple journal en tries. 
They go no further than their last lines. The reader expects a few of these 
in every collection: every poet uses his verse to keep track of the daily on 
occasion. But an entire collection of such work, work whose reverbera· 
tions go no further than the poems' last lines, leaves one feeling "Is that 
all?" 

Ann Chandonnet 

Pioneer Missionary to the Bering Strait Eskimos: Bellarmine Lafortune, 
S.J. by Louis L. Renner. S.J. , (Binford and Mort, Portland. Oregon, 
1979. pp. xv .. 2o7. s12.so) 

Pioneer Missionary to the Bering Strait Eskimos: Bellannine Lafor· 
tune, S.J., is not a story about a hermit or a saint. It is not about the 
Catholic eradication of the natives and their mass conversion. It is a doc· 
umentary about the Seward Peninsula area and Bellarmine Lafortune's 
activities among the natives in that area , especially among the King 
Islanders. One who has not gone beyond the title might be tempted to 
dismiss the book because of its implied religious aspect. However , the 
most interesting points are the human elements involved in a historical 
setting. This very fascinating book is what I call a quick·paced spiritual 
adventure story. The book is intriguing owing to Dr. Louis L. Renner's 
skillful writing and his ability as a biographer. 

As an author he could, of course, have written a completely dif· 
ferent book had he been less experienced in the matter , but instead. he 
brought us a masterly mosaic of historical, ethnic, religious. geographical, 
epistolary and newsworthy items. and other information about the 
personage of Bellannine Lafortune. 

In re·creating Lafortune in musaic form Renner gives us a succinct 
but complete picture composed of carefully selected details. His work. 
unlike many biographies and documentaries, is not overwrought with 
unnecessary details. The stury is unified throughout, and reads very 
smuothly. Lafo rtune comes through as a man strong in body and spirit·· 
an active restless yet patient. loving man filled with a sense of responsi-
bil ty and dedication to his calling and specifically to caring for the King 
Islanders. The image of a man with personal initiative doing God'swork 
in a growing Alaska emergesbefore oureyes. 

Throughout his documentation Renner has accurately selected
passa.. ges frcm Lafortune'sdiariesand letters. It is through his wordsthat 
wehear thespiritofa nan didicatedto the salvation of the Eskimos:
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My people from the islands are truly a speciai breed.
They arc good hut they do nor know the meaning of 
discipline.... They arc children of' nature and follow their
inclinarions. Buttheyarc religiousand edifying.... 

\Ve hear the voice of a man of spartan qualities and love for the natives
and their natural habitat. Above all. we get the picture o!' a practical
man interested in the basic needs of "his natives" and their spiritual 
sallvation. 

The author has captured the dy namism of his subject. The
interweaving of historical data. ethnic information interesting facts
about people and places. and anecdoteswith Lafortune's act ivities add 
spice to the book. The style in which the story is written makes for 
easy reading The reader moves quickly from one fact to another
because of the short sentences, and the interesting choice of details.
The secondary personages who surround Bellarmine Lafortune are also
vividly characterized. Theytoocome alive The portraitofJohn Fothan
S.J . providescom ic relief

Scarcely anyone escaped his scorn-all non-Catholic clubs
( especially the FreeMasons),whickey-drinkersand women.
He believedthat "allhuman beingsofthefemalepersuasion 
should be suppressed," and that "all women are a necessary
cl'il, " The nuns were not excludedand he describesthe 
Sister Superior as "a thundercloudin petticoats."

Each chapter has its central high light which is surrounded by 
exci t1ng moments that can be ca lled the adventure of life. We follow the 
life of Lafortune and the Eskimos through several tragic epidemicsand see 
with the innocent eyes of children the landing of a plane at King Island . 
We experience the deaths ofmany. the shoutingnfdogs. men drifting on 
icc to their perdition, the polar bear hunt, and Lafortune's first Christmas 
on King island as well as the tragedy and comedy of life and the joy of 
being dominant in spite of the se tbacks that man has to experience to test 
his strength. 

in writing about any person one could sugar-coat the image. espe-
cially that of a priest. but the pill would be hard to swallow. Louis 
Renner does not present a biased picture of Bellarmine Lafo rtune 's char-
acter. We read about a human being, who appears as a sort of Renaissance 
man a builder. printer architect , linguist, dog musher . au tho r, pub-
lisher. translator, flowermaker, organizer, teacher , planner, recorder . 
ethnographer. historian and missionary. in spite of all these positi ve 
traits, Lafortune. like all humans , has his faults which seem contradic-
tory when weighed against his calling. But are not all humans contradic-
tory? Lafortune comes off as human and humane, not as a saint. but as 
a forceful and decent individual filled with love for his King Islanders, but 
he is shown with his prejudices against Protestants, "booze ," white man 's 
civilization and useless education. 
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Renner'sbook is thought -provoking. He relates with issues Lafor-
tune dealtwith. whichwe are now questioning. suchas the native and his 
needs. Lafortune had his own views of what the nativeshould be. He 
saw himself as the shepherdofthe King Islanderswhom he truly caredfor
physically and spiritually. He did. ofcourse. dislike certain effects that 
the white man's civilization was already having on "his Eskimos." 
Lafortune wanted to perpetuate a native wllll had skills to work in his 
natural habitat. Only a certain amount of machinerywas to be allowed to 
alleviate his lot. Hewanted healthy. hard-working Eskimos. Lafortune 
was interested in their livelihood and spiritual salvation from a moralistic. 
Catholic and human standpoint. lie opposed shamanism. spouse-ex-
change and certain "superstitions." but he was very interested in keeping 
the native culture intact. He wanted a "pure" noble savage with a spirit-
ual side. 

Renner gives us a segment of Alaskan history that IS still with us. 
The quest ions that bothered La fortune still bother us today. Lafortune. 
it seems. saw the best of two worlds--the natives' hard honest living and 
practicality that reflected his own character. To this he wanted to add his 
own spiritual side--the Christ that asks us to respect one another as human 
beings. This is what Bell arm ine Lafortune was concerned with. Louis L. 
Renner, S. J . ' has given us the picture of a complete man of God doing 
God's work here on earth. 

Pioneer Missionary was written in collaboration with Dorothy Jean 
Ray. an expert on western Alaska. The book is greatly enhanced by the 
excellent end map and index. 

Serge Lecomte 

Sevukakmet : Ways of Life on St. Lawrence Island. By Helen Slwooko 
Carius. (Anchorage: Alaska Pacific University Press. 1979. 46 pages) 

In this slender volume of 46 pages. Helen Slwooko Carius reflects 
on the transition of her St. Lawrence Island Eskimo culture. and marks 
the shift from the ancientways to those introduced by contact with west-
ern Christianity and commercialism . Her narrative contains a mildly in-
trospective sty le by which she evaluates the extent of her personal accom-
modation to both cultures and acknowledges the useful elements she has 
extracted from each. The three essays "Life on St. Lawrence Island Long 
Ago." "After the MissiL111ary and Truder Came and "About Me" re-
ceive excellent analysis in a brief forward by Priscilla Tyler and Maree
Brooks. They capture the interrelationship of the essaysin the precise 
image of "pictures by the same artist in a tryptych'' (vii). This image is
particularly appropLJ in that Mrs. Cariushasprofusely illustrated her own 
words with some28 sketches throughout. 

Anotherdimension of this book 's interest extendsbeyond the nar-
rative content to the very prose style itself. It isthat distinctive Anglo-
Yupik syntax. so spare and precise . Dropped articles set her poignant
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descriptions in sharp emphatic relief. The beauty here is one of hearing 
a familiar idea recast in a new form as with the hunting admonition to 
"listen to the ice" or "One evening I was on my last breathing" to de-
scribe the anticipation of death. 

The opening essay is an eclectic review of the salient elements of 
her ancient heritage. The daily hunting regimen, the communal economy . 
the descriptions of traditional roles of the household are combined to pre-
sent a concise and thorough picture of pre-western Eskimo culture on St. 
Lawrence Island. The arrival of' the missionary Verne Gambell marks the 
beginning of transition. l11e fundamental change is underscored by the 
fact that the village, Seevookak, is renamed Gambell after him. The 
second essay reviews the acculturation process and its agents--the explorer, 
the missionary. the trader, the nurse , the teacher and the government. 
The physical transformation was easily seen. A church and school became
the centerpieces of the village. Life and Time magazines became wall-
paper in the new houses that appeared. Structures using driftwood rather 
than whalebone ribs expanded living areas. The introductionof dry goods 
in trade for skins altered diets and material appetites. Literacy becam e 
the order of the day . 

The author's description is not without implicit comment. It is 
apparent that the arrival of western culturewas clearly a mixed blessing; 
however, she does not condemn it as an unmitigated destructive intrusion·. 
The result of the encounter has been a synthesis, not necessarily to a 
higher level , but certainly a different one. 

The concludingessay is an autobiographical piece. Throughout the 
essays, the Eskimo home and family is thematic. It is used to describe 
her heritage and the transformation brought on by white contact. Now it 
serves as the context in which she interprets her personal experience as a 
product of this bicultural encounter. In her youth , she watched her father 
lay desperately ill and later she fell victim to polio. Most of the third es-
say recounts these ordeals . She attributes her success in surviving and 
living with the resulting handicap , to support from her family, particu-
larly her father's Christian faith, and her esteem for traditional Eskimo 
values of determination and endurance. Mrs. Carius has a husband, two 
sons and a daughter and lives in Anchorage where she works as a resource 
person in the schools. 

Her contribution in these essays is rich in giving flavor to the dis-
cussion of native heritage and acculturation Not intended as a classic 
historical or anthropological document; it is rather, a human recollection 
that provides a warm context for studying stark relics and official records . 
Published under a grant of the Alaska Humanities Forum and the National 
Endowment of the Humanities. this book is the thirty-sixth in the 
Alaskana Book Series. 

Michael Waggoner 
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BRIEFLY NOTED & RECOMMENDED 

from Willow Springs Magazine, PUB P .0. Box I 063, Eastern Washingon 
University , Cheney , Washington 99004. 
Willow Springs Number 5 j Fall 1979. 

An impressive publication out of Eastern Washington University 
is Willow Springs Magazine. The Fall 1979 issue displays an attractive 
cover with a charcoal painting by Hasegawa Tohaku (a Japanese National 
Treasure reproduced with pennission of the Tokyo National Museum); 
cover calligraphy is by Kelli A . Stevens. The contents are equally strong 
and often reflect the oriental mood of the cover art, especially in poems 
by W. M. Ranson, Lee Basset , and Kenneth 0. Hanson. Other featur-
ed poets include M. R. Doty, Marc Hudson , Tom Rea, Robert Hedin , 
plus translations of Sarah Kirsch and Jorge Luis Borges by Almut McAuley 
and Lynn C. Jacox, respectively. ln addition to the poetry, this issue 
contains prose pieces by Michael Knoll and Tobias Wolff, and Sam 
Hamill 's "Clone Poetry," an essay discussing the new generation of 
writing "specialists." The overall production of Willow Springs is ad-
mirable, and editor Bill O'Daly and his staff deserve congratulations for 
compiling such a strong issue. Subscription rates are $5/ one year, $9/ 
two years , and $14/ three years. 

from the Juneau-Douglas Community College of the University of Alaska 
at Juneau and the Southeast Regional Correction Institution (SERCI) 
at Lemon Creek. 
Lemon Creek Gold: A Journal of Prison Liturature. Volume 1, Number 
1. Fall 1979. 

Lemon Creek Gold is indeed a special literary project. Sponsored 
by the University of Alaska Department of Education with funds from 
the Alaska Manpower Division and CET A , the entire project was directed 
by Dr. Randal Ackley. Dr. Ricardo Sanchez of the Department of 
Humanities at University of Utah, and Sheila Nickerson served as editors 
along with inmate editorial staff of J .D. Bangs and George Westdahl. 
Most inmate writers in this journal are from SERCI at Lemon Creek; 
other writers represented are from the Ridgeview, Eagle River, and Third 
Avenue (Anchorage) correctional institutions. Lemon Creek Gold offers 
a unique blend of cultural backgrounds: the poems and prose speak of 
Aleut, Athabascan, Black, White, Eskimo, Chicano, Filipino, Haida, 
and Tlinget peoples . Moreover, as a prison journal, Lemon Creek Gold 
presents that distinctive view of life inside versus life outside the cor-
rectional institution. Dreams of freedom are continuously juxtaposed 
by the reality of "concrete walls all around," as in the poem of the same 
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title by Hill Kraus. Readers will notice the wide range of emotions in 
such pieces as "She Loved Me Well" by AI R. Ahnangnatoguk, "Prison 
Ramblings" by Richard G. Chavez. "Shadowmen" by Michael Cleary , 
or "A Poem in Response to the Dream-Maker" by Buell Anakak. There 
arc many other pieces worth mentioning in this fine journal, as the 
quality of writing is strong throughout. Anyone interested in further 
information should contact new editor Sheila Nickerson. Lemon Creek 
Gold, P. 0. Box 1447, Juneau, AK 99802 The journal is open to the 
work of writers and artists who are inmates of any state or federal cor-
rectional institution. 

from San Pedro Press. Rural Route 1. Box 221, Saint David. Arizona 
85630. 
The Fire in Oil Drums, by James Cervantes. 
Flight. by William Olsen. 

The San Pedro Pamphlets arc issued irregularly by San Pedro Press 
and feature poets living in the American Southwest: Arizona. Colorado, 

evada. New Mexico, Texas. and Utah The Fires iu Oil Drumsand Flight 
are issued simultaneously as Whetstone Numbers 5 and 6 by editor Michael 
Bowden. Reading these pamphlets,one is constantly aware of the sharp 
imagery, for example: "smoke is a blue-white tongue/ above the 
possessed" in Cervantes' "Once the Nigh tin gale" or the "earth's eye , 
swirling blue-green,/ that watches me stray" from Olsen's ''The Astro-
naut." Cervantes' poems often reflect a dream-like mood, especially in 
"The White Estuary" (" .. my head/ as open as a field in November''); 
and this quality is enhanced by his interesting use of syntax. Flight, 
Olsen's first collection of poems, might be considered the more literal 
of the two pamphlets; his choice of subject matter includes the common-
place: rest homes, migrant workers, visits with in-laws, and grade school 
memories; yet his perspective is always unique, the language carefully 
constructed, and the emotion is strong. In addition to these two pamph-
lets the San Pedro series features Peter Wild's Zuni Butte. The pamphlets 
are available for $2 each plus 50 cents postage. 

Greg Divers 
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LIST Of BOOKS AND MAGAZINES RECEIVED 

Ahra.xas, Edited by Warren Woessner, 2322 Rugby Row, Madison , 
Wisconsin 53705. Fall 1979 . Subscriptions: $3/ Two issues, 
sample; $1.

Balancing Act, poems by Joanne Townsend. Harpoon Press, 1409 
Twining Drive, Anchorage , Alaska 99504. 51 pages. $4.25. 

Connecticut Quarterly, Volume I, No. 
Asnuntuck Community College Press, 
Connecticut 06082. 75 pages. $2. 

2, Edited by Fred Sokol. 
P.O. Box 68. Enfield, 

Cumberland Joumal, Winter 1980 , No . 9, Edited by George Myers. Jr. 
MemberCOSMEP , P.O. Box2648, Harrisburg,PA . 17105 . $3. 

Death Drag, Selected Poems 1948-1979 by John Clellon Holmes . The 
Limberlost Press. 1979. 57 pages . $3.50. 

Harpoon, December 1979. Volume I. No. 3 . Edited by Joanne 
Townsend & Steve C. Levi, P .O . Box 258 1. Anchorage, Alaska99510 . 
40 pages. $2.75. 

The Limberlost R eview, No. 6. Edited by Richard Ardinger, c/o Dept. 
ofEnglish, ldahoStateUniversity, Pocatello , JD. 83201. 

Mississippi Review, Volume 8, No . I & 2, Winter/Spring 1979. Edited 
by Frederich Barthelme. Southern Station, Box 5144 , Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi 39401. 191 pages. $4.50. 

The Panhandler, No. 8. Edited by Jonathan J. Saphire, c/o English 
Dept. University of West Florida. Pensacola , Florida 32504 . 48 pages. 

Porch, Volume 3, No. 1/ Winter 1979-80, Edited by James V . 
Cervantes, Dept. of English , Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 
85281. 48 pages. $2. 

Redoubt, Fall 1979. Edited by Thomas F. Sexton. Raven Incorporated, 
1972 , Wild wood , Anchorage , Alaska. 63 pages. $3. 

Stand, Volume 17 , No. 2. & Volume 19, No.2, Edited by Jon 
Silkinetal. U .S.A. 215 South 4th Avenue, Highland Park , NJ 08904
80 pages each. $1 .25. 
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Tar River Poetry, Volume 18, No. 2, & Volume 19, No . I. Edited 
by Peter Makuck, Department of English, Austin Building, East 
Carolina University , Greenville, NC 27834. 48 pages. $2. 
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES 

BRIAN ALLEN is a professional photographer living in Fairbanks. He 
has had work in previous issues of permafrost. 

JEAN ANDERSON has just completed her M.F .A. at the University of 
Alaska, Fairbanks. A former editor and current staff member of 
permafrost, she has lived in Fairbanks for IS years. 

LARRY AUMILLER is a seasonal Fish & Game employee who works at 
the McNeil River Game Sanctuary and enjoys the company of most bears. 

MARY BARON, Assistant Professor of English at UAF , is the author of 
Letters for the New England Dead, Godine Press , 1974, and Wheat 
Among Bones, which was published by Sheep Meadow Press last fall . 

GERALD CABLE is a longtime poet living just outside Fairbanks, Alaska. 

JAMES CERVANTES is the editor of Porch. The San Pedro Press has 
published a pamphlet of his poems titled the Fires in Oil Drums. A 
limited edition book , The Year is Approaching Snow, is forthcoming 
from W.O. Hoffstadt & Sons. 

ANN CHANDONNET is a regular contributor to permafrost. Her book of 
poems, The Wife, part 2, was reviewed in permafrost, fall 1979. Her 
most recent book of poems is Ptarmigan Valley. 

KAY DEETER studied with John Haines , William Stafford, Nelson 
Bentley, Kathleen Fraser and William Everson. Her work has appeared in 
the Iowa Review, Chelsea, Hiram Poetry Review, Four Quarters, Poetry 
Seattle, Harpoon, and Poet Lore. 

ALBERT DRAKE has had work in a number of magazines, including 
Redbook, Best American Short Stories ( 1971), Easy Riders, and Epoch. 
Recent books of his are The Postcard Mysteries, Tillamook Burn, and 
One Summer. 

GARY FINCKE currently lives in LeRoy, New York. His work has 
appeared in Poetry, Pequod, Southern Poetry Review, and Hiram Poetry 
Review. 

GUNTER GRASS, author of The Tin Drum, Dog Years, Local 
Anesthetic, The Flounder, and other novels , poems, and plays , has 
recently published Das Treffen in Telgte (The Meeting in Telgte), soon to 
appear in English translation . John Hilliard 's interview with Grass, taped 
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during his visit to Alaska . appeared in permafrost Fall 1979 The transla-
tion of "Danach" is reprinted with permission of Luchterhand Publishing 
House in West Germany. 

JOHN HALLUM came to Alaska in 1957. He has twice won the Univer-
sity of Alaska's McCracken Award for short fiction. first in 1970 and 
again in 1978 for "Song of Sinew.'' 

IRMI HUNT is studying for her Ph .D. in Gennan literature at the Univer-
sity of Washington. She has published scholarly articles and is currently 
working on her own poetry as well as translations of Giinter Grass. Sarah 
Kirsch, Else Lasker-Schuler and other 20th century German poets. 

SARAH KIRSCH , one of the foremost woman poets in Gennany today. 
emigrated from East Germany to West Berlin in 1977. The translations 
in this issue appear with permission of her publisher . Langewiesche-
Brandt in Ebenhausen, West Germany . 

SERGE LECOMTE was born in Belgium and will have poetry forth -
coming in Poesie USA. He is a professor of Russian at UAF who also 
writes children's stories and is currently working on a novel. 

DARLEEN MASIAK lives on Chena Hot Springs Road outside of 
Fairbanks, Alaska. 

TINA MATTHEWS is in the M.F .A. program at UAF and works at the 
Student Orientation Services there . 

STEVE MCGOWEN received his M.F.A. in painting from the Univer-
sity of Hartford. He now designs and constructs banjos in North 
Dartmouth , Massachusetts, where he lives with his wife Louis and their 
cats, Erin and Cardinal Richelieu. 

JOHN MORGAN has a book , The Bone-Duster, forthcoming in the 
Quarterly Review of Literature's new poetry series. Author of Border 
Wars, Morgan teaches in the Department of English at the University 
of Alaska. 

LESLIE MORSE does freelance framework in her hometown of Seattle. 
She also does pen and ink sketches of landscapes, city dwellers, and 
gesture drawings of family and friends. 

SHEILA NICKERSON is a frequent contributor to permafrost. Her 
book, Songs of the Pine Wife, is reviewed in this issue by Jean Anderson. 

JOYCE ODAM is poetry editor of In A Nutshell, Hibiscus Press, 
Sacramento, California. 
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JAMIE O'HALLORAN is an M.A. candidate in creative writing at the 
University of Washington . His poems have been published in Yakima, 
Seattle Review, Poetry Seattle, Ft. Steilacoom Journal, and he has a 
broadside from Blue Heron Press. 

GAIL PEPE is an art instructor at the Tanana Valley Community College, 
Fairbanks, Alaska, and the Art Editor for permafrost. 

1. W. RIVERS chapbook, From the Chicago Notebook, was recently 
issued by Spoon River Poetry Press. Many of his poems have appeared 
in small magazines. 

LINDA SCHANDELMEIER is a Fairbanks poet who works at the 
Institute of Northern Forestry. She is currently co-editor of permafrost. 

ANN SCHELL operates the Silver Fox Studio of custom designing and 
drafting outside of Fairbanks, Alaska. 

BEN SWAN is a journalism major at UAF. His work has appeared in 
a variety of publications including the Alaska Advocate, the All Alaska 
Weekly, the Polar Star, and The DailyNews-Miner. 

TOM TAVARES has exhibited work throughout the Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island area. He presently lives in Fall River, Massachusetts. 

CAROLE TENBRINK is from Michigan and currently resides in Montreal. 
She has been published in magazines such as St. Andrew's Review and 
The Antigonish R eview. Her book of poetry , Thaw and Fire, was pub-
lished in 1978. 

MICHAEL WAGGONER is head of the Department of Continuing 
Studies at UAF. Administrative duties permitting, his academic interests 
center on historical research of the missonary's role in acculturation of 
Alaska Natives. 

CYNTHIA WALKER is Assistant Professor of English at the University 
of Alaska, Fairbanks. 

MORGAN WILLS is a candidate for an M.F.A. degree at UAF. She 
recently won first prize in the Webster Review Fiction Contest and has 
been published in Exile and permafrost. Raised in Fairbanks as a child, 
she has returned to live with her husband, daughter and German Shepherd 
on the Chena River. The story appearing in this issue she claims as her 
first 'Alaskan' story. 
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